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TENNESSEE STATE LIBRARYTri.vviLEsit 
ate Defend
Our motto 20 years ago hasn't changed
The dedication speech by the Tri-State Defender's first
editor went as follows:
"The birth of a newspaper, like the birth of a child, is an
event of great importance. Jua as the parents who center in
their newborn child all their hopes and ambitions that he will
become an outstanding citizen who contributes intelligence lead-
ership to a community; so a newspaper is the expression of
desires and needs of a community.
A newspaper is only as great as its readers make it —
Its strength comes from the energy pumped into it by the peo-
ple. Its muscle and bones are the determination of the people;
and its- heart is the conscious of God-fearing men and women.
The job of a militant newspaper is more than just printing
A SENGSTACKE
NEWSPAPER
VOL. XX — No. 46
How did it come to past?
It wasn't easy. In the late
1940's John Sengstacke, then
editor and publisher of the
Ohicago Defender, Charles
Browning and Louis Martin
came to Memphis to ,urvey
the need for a black news-
paper.
They came in answer to a
request by the black popu-
lace which wanted a black
newspaper in their com-
munity.
The dream of Memphian
blacks was fulfilled in 1950
when the same trlo rettirn-
ed to established the Tri-
State Defender.
Once the paper was set
up. there was, of course, a
need for a competent editor.
The searct wasn't easy.
In fact, the task proved dif-
ficult.
The editor-to-be, however,
was already in Memphis. His
name: Louis Swingler.
Mr Swingler was a distin-
guished citizen of Memphis.
He had had considerable
Attend the
Blues Bowl
The Beale Street Elks
will sponsor their 33d an-
nual Blues Bowl charity
football game, Saturday,
November 27 at Crump
Stadium.
This annual charity
classic, pitting two of the
top teams in the M.I.A.A.,
last year provided 15 truck
loads of baskets of food
for the poor and needy at
Christmas. Each basket
had a large ham and a
two week supply of gro-
ceries.
The Beale Street Elks
urge all citizens to buy
tickets to attend this worth.
while clash of the titans,
and at the same time,
make Christmas a hap-
pier time for someone less
fortunate.
This year, the Elks re-
cieved more requests for
aid than last.
Slated for November, 27,
at 8:00 p. in., tickets for
the game are $2.00 in ad.
ianee for adults, and
$3.00 at the gate.
Tickets are on sale at
The Home of The Blues.
147 Main; Popular Tunes.
300 Poplar; Four Way
Grill, 998 Mississippi Blvd.;
Goldsmiths' 123 Se. Main;
Artist & Models, 315 S.
Lauderdale; Atlanta Life
Ins. Co., 526 Beak St., and
from all Elks members.
news. It gathers, shapes and molds public opinion. It searches
out the truth and brings justice to the innocent and punishment
to the unjust by forcing the glaring light of the printed word
on them.
A free people can only express their will through the organ
of a free press.
It is with the great pride that we announce to you the birth
of the Tri-State Defender. You, the people, have chosen its
name. It symbolizes the fulfillment of your hopes and dreams.
Into the making of it has been put the finest of brains a n d
materials obtainable. •
Creed of the Tri-State Defender:
1.1 To broadcast to the world the achievements of all the citi-
zens it serves.
2.) To give opportunity for expression for every man, woman
and child;
3.) To give you all the news in the highest tradition of t h e
Free American press:
4.) To promote and protect the Constitutional guarantees and
rights of all citizens regardless of race, creed or color.
5.) To uphold the principal of equality of opportunity in em-
ployment, education, politics, and all the fields of human
endeavor;
0.) To defend Americans from all enemies foreign, or domestic:
7.) To join hands with all citizens, regardless of creed or color,
who wish to develop better human relations and to enhance
See Pages 17 -28
the principles of American Democracy.
8.1 To help provide de. ent homes and schools for all citizens;
9.) To promote programs, projects and activities, which will
advance the general welfare;
10.1 To uphold those Christian principles which undergrid our
Republic.
Here is your child. It needs your support, your guidance,
and most of all your prayers that it will become the dignified,
strong adult to serve you and carry out your dreams."
• • *
As Mr. Swingler stated above, this is YOUR newspaper.
read it, use it, and it will grow, making it possible for it to
serve you better.
TA :State Defender
"The South's Independent Weekly"
THE ONLY ABC NEGRO NEWSPAPER IN MEMPHIS
newspaper experience and
Sengstacke, M a r tin and
Browning felt relatively as-
sured he was best qualified
to give leadership to the
new publication.
They were right.
Mr. Swingler had been
associated with several news-
papers tixoughout the coun-
try and had written feature
material for the Chicago De-
fender.
Not only did ne have the
journalistic expertise, but he
had the confidence of the
black and liberal white
leadership in the City of
Memphis.
Mr. Swingler's contribu-
tion to the Tri-State De-
fender and Memphis journal-
ism are well-known. He
championed the cause of the
black community in all fields
and he made the newspaper
the true voice of the black
people.
Two of his immediate suc-
cessors pi c ked up his
mantle when Mr. Swingler
died. They continued to
make the Tri-State into the
institution it is today.
Lutrell Palmer, who suc-
ceeded Mr. Swingler after a
stint at Fisk university as
public relations specialist,
played a large role in the
building of Tri-State.
Now an outstanding colum-
nist in Chicago and a popu-
lar radio news analyst,
Palmer proved to be a driv-
ing force in establishing the
Tri-State as the most in-
fluential black newspaper in
hhe South.
The other half of the dy-
namic duo was Alex Wil-
son, who succeeded Palmer
as editor of the Tri-State.
Wilson was on the Chicago
Defender staff, when he was
sent to Memphis by John
Sencstacke to succeed Pal-
mer who was reassigned to
Chicago.
It didn't take long for
Wilson to come into his own.
The brilliant newspaperman
won acclaim for his jour-
nalistic efforts during the
school fight in Little Rock,
Ark., which was finally re-
solved when President
Eisenhower sent troops into
the city to force integration
of the high school.
There i* no doubt that Mr.
Swingler, Palmer, and Wil-
son made distinct contribu-
tions to Memphis and to
black journalism as a whole.
Today, Whittier Sang-
stacke, editor and publisher
of Tri-State, as well as
Norman Unger, managing
editor, are giving vigorous
leadership to the South's
most important newspaper.
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SANDRA
Last week, 19-year old
David Allen went to see
some action at the Fair-
grounds as Messick and
South Side gridders did bat-
tle on the playing field.
The next day, it was David
who looked as if he had
been on the losing end of a
battle .. . and he was ...
with two White policemen
on the other end.
A 1970 graduate of South-
side High, David said he •ias
beaten by policemen during
the halftime activities, taken
to the hospital and then to
jail overnight. As in most
cases, again the charges
were 'disorderly conduct'
and "resisting arrest".
Judge Ray Churchill dis-
missed charges against the
youth the next day.
David, his brother Larry,
18, and John Tate. 20 all
went to the Friday night
classic to see the football
game.
But according to David,
"at halftime a white police.
man and I started a friendly.,
conversation about nothing
in particular. We were both
laughing and joking, and
making a few comments
about how good the girls in
PRICE
the stands looked."
"A few minutes later, I
went to where the band was
playing and talked with
them awhile. A girl I know
asked me to get her some-
thing from the concession
stand, so f said I would, '
added David.
"When my friends and I
were on the way to the con-
cession stand, another cop,
I don't know where he came
from, grabbed me. Ile said
I had to leave and he was
putting me out of the game.
I asked him why, and he
said because I was trying to
push my way in.
David added that as he
was being forced to leave
the game, "I kept asking
him why I had to leave, and
this other white policeman
said, that if I asked him
once more, he was going to
put me under arrest."
After he was put out of
the game, David made that
mistake, he asked again.
"When we got outside, he
put my hands behind my
back with handcuffs on, and
pushed me down on my
knees. My knees began to
hurt, so I tried to get up
and he said that if I got up
he would knock my "black
CITY
EDITION
MSU queen to reign
without royal honors
Sandra Melt Price last
We'dnesday e c ame the
second blaek woman in
Memphis State University
history to be elected Home-
coming queen. and possibly
the first to feel that she
had been neglected.
The 2 I - year-old senior
who reigned over the 1971
homecoming festivities, said
she should have taige en-
titled to the stem*, bfne-
fits previous queens had
received, such as a parade
and crowning at a formal
dance.
She said during the
campaign her car had
been broken into, and her
campaign literature had
a-s back down,"
"I didn't think he would
really hit me in front of all
the people standing around
watching, so I got up. Then
he called the other cop and
was cursing me. He told the
other policeman that I had
been trying to run, but ev-
eryone saw that I wasn't.
The one who had handcuffed
me, beat me so hard he
broke his stick over my
head."
After he was put in the
car. David said "as soon as
we started driving off, the
one in the back with !vv.:,
started back to knocking me
with his stick. Every time
he hit me I would holler,
and then I faked like I had
passed out, thinking he
would stop beating me.
They thought I had been
knocked out, and started
talking about 'what are we
going to do with him'.
David said after driving
awhile, they took him
somewhere but he didn't see
where because his eyes were
closed faking unconsciou.-
ness.
"Then one of them
squeezed a towel with wa-
ter on it over me to wake
me up. Then they took me
been stolen while more
expensive its'ms were over-
looked.
Officials at Mem phis
State said the parade was
called off due to the sots
envolved.
Miss Price is a member
of the Black Student Asso-
ciation, E p s lion Epsilon
and the Public Relations
Student Society. She is also
a sociology major. She is
a member of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority and is the
daughter cf Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd L. Price of Memphis.
Miss Price said she was
disappointed because her
crowning took place at a
very informal dance where
to the hospital, and after
about 8 hours, I was taken
to jail for the night.
"The aext day, Judge
Churchill d i s missed the
charges."
"When I woke up the next
day, I had hickeys all over
my head, my arms, should-
ers and legs ached, and my
hands were swollen," added
David.
Dr. Leland Atkinson, Da-
vid's physician, told the
youth to stay home from
work until he had taken all
the medicine he was given.
"Then' he said to let him
know how I felt and then
maybe 1 could go back to
work.'
"What's to happen to Da-
vid Allen now, Is he to be-
come another case in the
files of "alleged police
brutality",
David Allen, 19. a 1970
graduate of Southside
High, left his alma
mater's football game last
week, looking like this. He
had a scuffle with police
at the Fairgrounds. (See
story on this page.)
sandwiches and potato
chips were served.
She said much of the
publicity received by pre-
vious queens was not given
to her. She stated. "In
previous years, the home-
coming queen has made
television appearances and
is usually the biggest news
story- of the day, but this
year that didn't happen.'
Campus organizationt us-
ually given gifts to the
queen. but -this year I only
received gifts from the
bla,k organizations," she
continued.
"Last - year's queen who
was also black. received
a dress from one if the down-
town stores, a parade, a
formal dance, I gc; none ol
these."
Memph's State officials
said many of the things
that Miss Price had com-
plained about, were plan-
ned weeks and even man:its
before the election. They
said the parade was dis-
continued shortly after last
years parade becau,e of
the cost, and in its place a
group of stationery exhibik
were set up by the organi-
zations that usually have
floats.
Miss Price gives the cre-
dit for her election to
Ernestine Wilson her cam-
paign manager and Kappa
Alpha Psi which spansori
the c a in paign. Sandra's
hobbies are tennis, horse-






if. Reed went to Los An-
geles. Calif., last week as
part of a delegation of local
adult etducation leaders. Mn,
Reed is director of a group
of Adult Evening schools lo-
cated at Booker T. Washing-
ton High, Carver, and South-
side.
As a member of the eve-
ning s:hool delegation sent
to the adult education con-
vention in Los Angeles, Mr.
Reed will take years of ex-
perience as both a class-
room instructor in day and
night school, and as an eve-
n'ng s.hool administrator.
He' is a graduate of Ten-
nessee S t ate University,
holding both the Bachelor's
and Master's degrees. He is
currently engaged in further
advance study at Memphis
State University. He and
Mrs. Reed are well-known
for their school, church,
and community interests.
DAVID ALLEN
SEE PACES 8 & 9
It was a big night for Le-
Moyne-Owen College, Nov. 4,
when an overflow crowd of
nearly 800 packed the grand
ballroom of the Sheraton-
Peabody for a $10 a-
plate banquet.
rhe banquet kicked off the
annual fund-raising cam-
paign for the :ollege amd
the United Negro College
Fund.
Charles B. Brakefteld,
president and general man-
ager of WREC-TV and the
general campaign chair-
man. anrioumed a $100.000
goal for the drive which mil'
run through December of
this year.
Master of C eremonie,.
Lewis McKee, chairman ot
the board of directors of
the National Bank of Com-
merce, revealed at the ban-
quet that 815,000 of the $100.
000 had already been raised.
Dr. Hugh M. Gloster.
president of Morehouse Col-
lege in Atlanta. was the
principal speaker. He receiv-
ed a standing ovation at the
close of his address which
traced the history of black
colleges and LWCF.
Sharing the spotlight were
Dr. S. A. Owen. pastor of
Metropolitan Baptist Church
and vice chairman of the Le-
Moyne-Owen hoard of tru,-
tees, and MIss Claudia Lind-
sey a s-ell known soprano
and opera singer.
Dr. Owen was presented
a plaque by the national
alumni association of More-
house College. Making the
presentation to the 1911 grad-
uate was Dr. Calvin Calhoun
of Nashville.
Miss Lindsey, who is artist
in residence at LeMoyne-
Owen this school year. won
the app'auste of the audience
after she rendered three
number,.
President Odell Horton of
LeMoyne-Owen. a graduate
of Morehouse. presented Dr.
Gloster. The president point-
ed out that Dr. Gloster is a
former Memphian and a
graduate of Lelloyne-Owen
when it was a junior college.
The banquet was the
brainchild of President Hor-
ton. He thanked the nearly
800 for ",oming out." lie
said, "I thank you on be-
half of the students, faculty
and staff of the college."
Much of the credit for the
large and surprising turnout
belongs to Mrs. James S.
Byes Sr. who served as
chairman of the banquet
committee. Mrs. Byas also
presented Miss Lindsey.
Working with Mrs. Byas
on the banquet committee
were Mrs. Matthew Hudson,
.0-chairman: Mrs. Whittier
Sengstacke, M r s . Addle
tones. Mrs. .A. R. Flower,.
Mrs, Lawrence Seymore
Memphian tutors in
A .Memphi, woman. Janice
Murry. is one of eight Defi-
ance College , Defiance,
Ohio) students currently tu-
toring public school students
in nearby Lima, Ohio. as
part of "Operation Renais-
sance."
Working through the K.ng-
Kennedy Center, a govern-
ment funded program op-
erating front the NI izpa I.
Community Center in Lima.
the tutoring program is one
if the goals of the Black
Student Union at Defiance.
Janice. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Murry.
Maplewood Ave.. is a fresh-
man majoring in accounting,
and tutor, in math.
Young Demos plan meet
President Dennis Brew-
ington of the Tennessee
Young Democrats Club an-
nounced that the 1971 Bi-
ennial Convention of the
Young Democratic Clubs of
America will be held Novem-
ber 16-21 at the Arlington
Hotel in Hot Springs. Arkan-
sas.
Several thousand Young
leaders from across the na-
tion will gather at the Con-
vention to decide policy.
plan action, and dedicate
themselves to participation
in the governmental sys-
tem. The attention of the
country will be focused on
this Convention to see what
the possible fruits of the
26th Amendment will be.
Resolutions dealing with
issues of nation-wide concern
will be voted on during the
Convention with the election
of national officers taking
place on Saturday. Novem-
ber 20th.
Featured guests and speak-
ers will include: Mayor
John Lindsay, Rep. Wilbur
Mills. S h errnan O'Brien.
Bohn Gardner. and Senators
Bayh. Harris. McGovern and
Humphrey.
Any person interested in
attending the Convention
should send a $10 delegate
fee, their name, address.
age and phnne number to
State Headquarters at 135-
15th Ave N., Nashville, Ten-
nessee
The T e n nessee Young
Democrats are presently at-
tempting to attract diverse
groups into the party sys-
tem and are promoting ef-
fective voter registration
across the state. They urge
anyone who wishes to form
a Young Democrats Club in
the . r area to contact State
Headquarters at (615) 329-
9212.
WREC promotes Garrett
Chat-les It . B rakefield,
president and general man-
ager of WREC-TV, announc-
ed the appointment of Larry
Eugene Garrett to the posi-
tion of account executive on
the local sales staff of the
station.
Garrett is the former
publisher of the weekly
newspaper t hi e Memphis
Citizen. Prior to that posi-
tion, he served with the
:Memphis U r ban League
as a job developer specializ-
ing in finding work oppor-
tunities for the hardcore un-
employed.
Garrett is a board
Member of the Memphis
Chapter of the National
Business League and also
ryes on the Board of
Directors of the Memph,s
Junior Chamber of C.im
MM. He served in the
United States Army as an
Infantry Captain and was
discitarged in 19e9.
Garrett is married and
has one child and resides at
1727 Walker Avenue. He •
numbers writing. reading -
and public speaking among
his favorite hobbies.
UNICEF FACTS
The majority of the world's
children have been condemn-
ed to life sentences at hard
manual labor — even though
they are innocent of any
crimes' Lack of educational
opportunities locks them into
lifelong involuntary servi-
tude. Millions are victims
of chronic debilitating dis-
eases and malnutrition caus-
ed by poverty and ignor-
ance. But it doesn't have to
he that way! The United Na-
tions Children's Fund is busy
in the developing countries,
helping to make schooling
and vocational training avail-
able to more and more chil-
dren, bringing them new
knowledge, new opportuni-
ties, new hope. The children
in the low-income countries
are eager to learn and wil-
ling to work hard to improve
their lives. They can look
forward to a brighter tomor-














Mrs. Ann Weathers and Mrs.
Rubye Spight.
Coordinating the banquet
was Rudolph Christian. a
member of the college's De-
velopment Office staff.
Serving as hostesses were
several of the college's
coed', members of the Le-
Monette Society. The col-
lege's 'Miss MCP conte,
tants also were present.
Invocation was given by
the Rev. J, W. Williams,
pastor of I.ane Avenue Bap-
tist Church: John W. Whit-
taker. professor of music at
the college. le'd the audience
in the singing of the alma
meter. and Dr. Owen gave
the benediction.
Mr. Brakefield gave the
purpose of the oc.,asion and
Mr. McKee presented Der
sons seated at the speakers
table.
Mr. McKee was high in
his prai,r• of Pre,ifent Hor-
ton.
Since reading and compre-
hension are the greatest
problems the young people
have. the college students
concentrate on them in the
two hour classes held ear'.
Tuesday evening. Between
20 and 25 public school s t u'
tents come each week for
help in English, history and
math as will as reading.
Often half the group views
a film and discusses it while
the other half is being tutor-
ed. then change places for
the last part of bl.e evening.
The Defiance College stu-
dents hope to expand the
program during the school
year, and also to set up a
re.source center to guide
qualified high school stu-
dents to college.
Many of the college s t u-
dents feel their pupil; have
the potential for college, but
base never had the motiva-
tion. That's what they want
to give them.
Airman Dorothy P. (Dot)
Davidson. daughter of Mrs.
Willie Mae Davidson of 841
Maple Drive, M e in p Ii i s,
Tenn., recently graduated
from Tech School at Kessler
AFB, Miss. Miss Davidson
was among the top t Ii r e e
girls in her class. During
school she was shift Leader
For her class of 270 other
girls. She is now on her uay
to Mather AFB. Calif. She
will be working as an Ad-
ministrative Specialist 02
that assignment. Airman Da-
vidson plans to marry AIC
Calvin Edwards from North
Carolina whom she met IS
June of this year at Kees•
ler AFB, Miss,
RAMOSHACK
UNIQUE NEW WAY TO PERMANENT SELF EMPLOYMENT WITH EXECUTIVE LEVEL INCOME!
Get together with the world's largest electronics store chain:
laellate levertseal I. partial lawelety sad Hot fiatwu - ee tow, as metier ne 104dei aloe
loin RADIO SHACK in a rare opportunity to capitalize on the zooming de-
mand for everything in consumer electronics. We have over 1,000 stores
nationwide but must expand to meet the growing market ($10 billion in
1971 alone!) and need energetic men and women to operate new Or
misting stores. Why not be your own boss in a Joint Venture with YOUR
OWN RADIO SMACK Store? Minimum cash needed is $15,000-$20,000 — an
investment in physical inventory and store fixtures — NO fees at all! You
operate as a true businessman with the profit and income potential
strictly up to you!
Enjoy the prestige and extra security of being associated with the Tandy
Corporatton (parent company ol RADIO SHACK), rated "Number One" in
the nation in annual sales growth and earnings per share among firms in
retailing (Forbes Magazine, 23rd Annual Report on American Industry). If
you want to Win with a winner and start a lucrative career today, act NOW.
CALL COLLECT OR WRITE TO: r--- SEND ME FULL JOINT VENTURE DETAILS Dept. J V -11 I
Floyd Henan
Joint Ventu Ilre eoresentatn.4 NMI 
Phone
RADIO SHACK
1615 West 7th St 'net
tiStf!!7't 
Fart Werth. Toms 76107 Stat6.---7101 I I Li
Phone (1117) 336.0412
• . rm. -sr
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LeMoyne-Owen banquet officials...
LeMosne-Owen College kicked off its annual fund-raising
campaign with a banquet Nov. 4 at the 14ieraton-Peabody
Hotel and among the key personalities at the head table
were, left to right: H. A. Gilliam Sr., newest trustee of
the college; Lewis McKee master of ceremonies; Mrs.
Charles Evers, Black May-
or of Fayette, Miss., and
the first non-white to run
for governor of that state,
lost his bid last week, but
at the same time declared
a new kind of victory.
"Whites and Black are go-
ing to look at each other
differently now, as citizens",
said Evers after learning of
his loss. "I've proven that a
Black man can run for of-
fice in Mississippi without
getting shot, without getting
killed."
James Meredith, was
the first Black to gain entry
into "Ole Miss", voiced his
opposition to Evers' cam-
paign after Bill Waller was
announced as winner. Mere-
dith said he felt Evers had
no right to give false hope
to Black people "when he
knew he didn't have a
chance of winning".
Waller outpointed Evers
by over 300,000 votes, gain-
ing a majority in several
counties that were mostly
black.
Following the loss, Evers
told members at his Lead-
quarters. "We tricked them
all down the line. We had
'ern worried. We may be
beaten, but we're not de-
feated. We got something
they ain't never going to
put down."
James S. Bias Sr., banquet chairman; Dr. Hugh M.
Gloster of Atlanta, principal speaker; Charles B. Brake.
field, general campaign chairman, and Judge Odell Hor-
ton, president of LeMoyne-Owen. An overflow crowd of
nearly 800 attended the banquet.
Ile added that, "my job
is to pioneer. My job is to
make it easier for the young
blacks coming behind me
to win. . . And I've done
!hat".
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Awards were presented recently by the Memphis Pan-lfel.
lenic Council at a recent dinner. Those present to accept
awards were (I-r) Samuel Peace, master of ceremonies
and a member of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity; Melvin
Robinson, Phi Beta Sigma fraternity honoree; Mrs. Cathe-
rine R. Johnson, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority honoree;
Herman Ewing, guest speaker and member of Alpha Phi
alpha fraternity; Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo, Zeta Phi Alpha
fraternity member; Charles Patterson, accepting award
fir Dr. Joseph Westbrook, a member of Alpha Phi MPhil:
Willard Bell, accepting award for criminal Court Judge
lion. Otis Higgs; Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson, council prresi-
dent and member of the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority; Mrs.
Edison Morrison, council vice president and Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity member. Honorees not shown: Dr. Jtaanita
Williamson, 'Delta Sigma Theta; Mrs. Mary R. Brooks,
Sigma Gamma Rho: Prank McNeil, Kappa Alpha Psi.
Revoke four hospital licenses
Four licenses for the op-
eration of hospitals and
nursing homes have been
revoked by the Tennessee
Hospital Licensing Boa r d.
The Board's actions taken
recently in Nashville in-
clude: Inglewood Home for
the Aged, Nashville; Christen.
berry Infirmary, Knoxville;
Alfred P. Smith Memorial
Hospital, Winchester a n d
Donaldson Hospital in Fay-
etteville.
The Nasky* license was
revoked because the uni t
has not and does not meet
(aridity standards on sanita-
tion and -,atety.
Christenberry Infirmary is
presently operated as an out-
patient clinic and hospital on
a part time basis and fails
to provide around the clock
service as required of a hos-
pital.
Donaldson Hospital in
Fayetteville had its license
revoked because of a gen-
eral building deficiencies
and lack of around the clock
medical staff. A temporary
license as a nursing home
was issued because of use
of the present facility bY Pa-




Claude Armour issued a
reminder to motorists to
prepare for winter driving.
Armour said every motor-
ist should give the family
car a prompt and thorough
job of "winterizing" and of-
fered the following tips on
how to be a better winter
driver:
Winterize not only your
car, but your driving tech-
nique and your attitude, as
well. Normal speeds often
are too fast for winter con-
ditions. When weather's bad,
slow down.
Have good tires. . .prefer-
ably snow tires. . and for
more s e v ere conditions,
use reinforced tire chains.
Get the feel of the road
as soon as you start out (but
away from hazards or other
ears). By cautiously trying
your brakes or geatly pres-
sing your accelerator, you
can learn how slippery
the road surface is. Then
adjust your speed accord-
ingly.
Keep well back of the
vehicle ahead to give your-
self plenty of room for an
emergency stop. Following
too closely is double danger-
ous on winter roads.
Pump your brakes to stop
quickly on icy roads. Jam-
ming on the breaks will
throw the car into an un-
controllable skid. The trick is
to slow the car by rapid and
intermittent brake applica-
tions and at the same time
maintain r o Ring traction
that gives steering control.
Commissioner Armour sa d,
"There's nothing much you
can do about winter weather
. . . except be prepared for
it. Snow and ice, combined
with early darkness, fre-
quent snowstorms and spat-
tered windshields, help cause
the high aitto death and in-
jury toll in the winter."
He a lso emphasized the
importance of seat belts as
part of the protection a
driver needs for being pre-
pared for the added hazards
of winter driving.
UNICEF FACTS
There are an estimated
11 million victims of leprosy
in the world. Fo 65 cents
UNICEF can suppley enough
sulfone tablets to treat one
of them successfully for
three years.
About 60 million persons in
the world are threatened by
yaws, a crippling disease.
For 21/2 cents in the United
Nations Children's Fund pro-
vides the penicillin that can
cure a child of Yaws.
Every time your pulse
beats, three new babies are
born into the world. Only one
of these is delivered by a
trained attendant. UNICEF
helps by training and equip-
ping more midwives in the
developing countries.
NO ONE UNDER 1
18 ADMITTED
Strand
allilla cEMA I PROF OFAGE REQUIRED,
"You've teased and tortured
and killed to bust my racket.
Well, you're gonna get it back
in, spades."
MEMPHIS UPTOWN ADULT THEATRE
4
.seal
due within the next licensing
period of six month s
Several other facilities
were given varying time-. to
bring their facilities into
compliance wW, state rep
tattoos or face revocation
of license. They include
Greer Nursing Homes ot
Goodlettsville; Palace Rest
Home, Red Boiling Springs;
Lively Heights Nu r s in g
Hume. McMinnville and
Green's Rest Home. J oh n-
son City.
Problems encountered in
these operations include in-
adequate nursing staff to in-
ability to meet fire regula-
tions.
Waivers from rogulat
were granted to the loft, „
in
Multi-County Comprehen-
si‘e Mental Health Center,}
Tullahoma. due to carridor!
and door widths not meet-
ing standards.
Doctors Hospital, al ass -
town, was granted 3 waiver
and w 1! not have to pro-
vide maternity care in a new,
90 patient addition
Gordon Hospital in Lewis-,
burg was granted a waiver
providing its' new owners,
Health Affiliates, began;
construction in a new pant
within six ninths.
Diagnostic Center and Mis-
t-Mal, Chattanooga, wasj.
granted a temporary waiver
on operating room facini
and emergent.), room,
permanent waiver on n
ternal care was issued sirs c
this : -̀.05•;lital specalizes iv
cardia patient care.
A proposed home for the
aged in Dyersburg wa, is
sued a waiver fir=orn the p
erty line requirement in
regulations.
The Board discussed sev-
eral matters of administrao
tive measures including the
fact that fees collected fail-
ed to pay the costs of opera-
tions of the Division.
Board members expressed'
a need for a future meeting
devoted to the discussion of
the establishment of an ad-
ditional level of care called
"Recuperation Centers." The
87th General Assembly pass-
ed enabling legislation for
this level of care, but rules
and regulations must be








?WS THRILLS! SUSPENSE (GP)
"DUNWICH HORROR"
HORROR 120 41'35 1100
bikC.0.1 3:00 620 540
Board. Dr. E. W. Fowinkis,
chairman, wa.s authorized to
call such a meeting within
the next 60 to 90 days.
Slate black caucus
Black elected officials
from throughout the nation
will convene in Washington,
D. C., at the invitation of
the - C o ngressional Black
Caucus. Together, they will
examine the various strate-
gies required to develop the
political and economic pow-
er ne:essarv for substantial
change in the black commu-
nity.
Scheduled for November
lath through 20th, the con-
ferenee is an outgrowth of a
meeting between the Con-
gressional Black Caucus and
a group of locally elected
black officials attending the
June 1 8 t h Congressional
Black Caucus fund raising
dinner. The concensus of
those attending that meet-
ing was that a seminar-type
conference of all black
elected officials would pro-
vide an opportunity for a
comprehensive analysis of a
national black agenda.
The "Ossie Davis Plan'
will set the theme of the
conference.
Taken from his now-fam-
ous speech at the Caucus
dinner, the film producer-
dirertor-actor outlined it as:
"Not the rap. but the map;
not the man, but the plan".
Conference Chair m an,
Congressman Louis Stokes
ID-Ohio), said, "We see this
conference as a means of
black elected officials com-
ing together for the purpose
of effectively linking togeth-
er a united program of legis-
lative and political action
for the benefit of their con-
stituents".
A panel on "Confrontation
Politics" opens the confer-
ence sessions at the Shera-
ton Park Hotel. The local of-
ficeholders will focus on
the role of he Caucus in lo-
cal politics; strategies in
marginal congressional dis-
tricts; and strategies for
national action by the Con-
gressional Black Caucus,
Workshops will explore edu-
cation, the black news me-
dia, black war costs, Feder-
al and private grant process-
ing, health and housing,
voter education and regis-
tration, and economic devel-
opment. Climaxing the con-




are hoping that the seminar
se'ssions will provide the
delegates with specific ob-
jective; that an be incor-
porated into the Congres-
sional Black Caucus' Nation-
al Black Agenda, Additional-
ly, the local officials will
have the opportunity to
shape local strategies for
solving I o cal constituent
problems.
Because- of the conic,
ence's potential influence s
national policy, the develos
ment of such a linkage. w
have a profound effect is
the future of black part::
pation in the political an t
governmental process. M,
delegates arid planners for
the Democratic. and Repub-
lican Conventions are ex- Black Caucus and black
pected to view the joint con- local elected officials with
ference of the Congressional great interest.
YMCA basketball clinic
The Glenview YMCA.
is putting on a professional
ly run Boy's basketball
camp, geared toward know-
ledge of the games history
and proficiency in individual
skills.
The camp will be headed
by Elijah Mitchell and will
include spot visits from Lee
Davis, Wendell Ladiner and
Wilbert Jones of the Mem-
phis Pro's.
Elijah Mitchell, Physical
director at the Y.M.C.A. and
Lee Davis of the Memphis
Pro's will combine their
knowledge and skills in
Stree (3) lectures during the
camp's two (2) week dura-
tion. The camp will also
feature highlights from ac-
tual professional basketball
games.
Registrations are now be-
ing taken at the Glenview
Y.M.C.A. located at 1251
South Willett Street.
The camp began Novem-
ber 10, 1971 and ends No-
vember 24, 1971,
1 Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gownsand Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. IA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
701,11! Cowpony Makes Whet Yea Ask for Anil








Little on price. Big on features.
• Cricket has rack-and-pinion
steering to help give you quick
responsive handling, just like
many of the popular sports cars.
• Cricket comes with power front
disc brakes, standard.
• Cricket has four-on-the-floor fully
synchronized transmission,
standard.
• Cricket has childguard locks on
the rear doors, standard.
• Cricket has an alternator,
standard.
• Cricket has an automatic choke,
standard.
• Cricket has upper-level Flow-
Through ventilation, standard.
• Cricket has unibody construction.
See your Plymouth Cricket dealer.
Test drive it and test price it.
* Based on a comparison of the manufacturers' suggested
tail prices for a 1972 Cricket 41993 plus optional whitewalls
and decor package. shown, at $113,20). standard 1972
Datsun P1510 4-door sedan ($2409) and a standard 1972
Toyota Corona 4-door sedan ($2453). Prices exclude state
and local taxes, dealer preparation and destination charges.
Cricket decor package includes wheel covers, bumper
guards, front-door storage pockets, day/night mirror, con-
sole, no-draft vent windows, bright sill and upper door frame
moldings and more
Buy now, while prices are still frozen.
,
Don't miss AFC Football on NBC-TV.
Coming through with the kind of car America wants,
alstaisis•-•-reismemi is. a
.4. 4. r. •": ••• 7: 
71.. 1
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Crisis of the Black college
This is the third in a series of articles on the problem
s
facing LeMoyne-Owen College, one of the oldest black educa-
tional institutions In the country. This college Is steeped in
 tra-
dition that dates back to 11162. Like black universities and 
col-
leges across the country, LeMoyne-Owen has faced many 
prob-
lems in its effort to stay in existence. Created out
 of a des-
perate need for black educational institutions 
following the
Civil War, it's conception can be attributed to 
racism and seg-
regation, and the black university's death may well b
e attribut•




The Ford Foundation estMated, during the late part of 
the
1960's that college enrollment of blacks more than 
doubled —
from 214.000 in 1964 to 470.000 in 1970 — and the trend is 
cer-
tain to continue.
The most immediate problem faced by LeMoyne-O
wen is
financial according to its President. Odell Horton. 
President
Horton said one reason for the financial problem i
s inflation
and the ever rising cost of operation, as well as t
he need of
most of the students for financial aid.
Other problems facing LeMoyne-Owen are: faculty sa
laries,
staff salaries and maintenance of facilitiec.
President Horton stated, "We a-re working under a 
severe
handicap because we are not in a position to rinse tuition
charges."
"We are forever looking for additional funds from major
funding organizations," he continued.
Another problem facing LeMoyne-Owen College, is poor sup-
port given the college financially by graduates and the local
community. "This is an important part of our survival," Mr.
Horton said.
"What would Memphis be like without this college. Like
other institutions, LeMoyne-Owen is facing a test for its ex-
istence in this decade and community support is very import-
ant in this test."
President Horton stated that LeMoyne-Owen is an asset to
the community. "Most of the teachers in Memphis and Shelby
County are graduates of Otis school, also most of the principals
and many of the city's black dentists graduated from this col-
lege."
He further stated. "The school provides many people with
the only opportunity for college education."
If LeMoyne-Owen does not survive then Memphis' black
community loses.
Hold Whitney Young benefit
Gustave L. Levy, fortp-
er chairman of the Board of
Governors ot the New York
Stock Exchange and
senior partner in the firm ef
Goldman, Sachs and Com-
pany, and John It John.son,
publisher of Ebony .Maga-
Memphis girl
to Lake Forest
Linda S. Campbell, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Canipbell, 2284 Drake Street,
Memphis, Tennessee, has
enrolled Fall term at Lake
Forest College, Illinois, The
345 members of the Class of
1975. include 168 men and
177 women.
Lake Forest College is a
coeducational liberal arts
college founded in 1857. It
is located in a northern sub-
urb of Chicago. The student
hody of 1219 represents 42
states, the District of Colum-
bia and 20 foreign countries.
rine. will serve as Vice-
Chairmen of the National
Urban League's November
18 Equal Opportunity Day
dinner whic.'. will pay tri-
bute to the late Whitney M.
Younz. Jr: Ilenry Ford. II.
chairman of the dinner an-
nounced.
The tribute dinner, which
w,II be held a the New York
/111ton Hotel, will thus com-
bine the effo:as of three of
the nation's busiest corpor-
ate executives in what prom-
ises to be the most successful
since the inception of the
EOD dinner 15 years ago.
Mr. Ford will personally
serve as master of cere-
monies.
In a personal letter to
maim. c 0 r porations and
others asking them to be-
come sponsors of the din-
ner. Mr. Ford wrote:
"Thi .  occasion offers all
of us; in the business Mil-
mnnity a chance to give
tangible recognition to the
achievements of a man who
was both a friend and
counselor to business in ef-
forts to achieve equal op-
portunity and improved race
relations."
He added that -It will
mean a great deal to the
National Urban League and
to me personally, to be able
to count upon your suppol
in the League's efforts to
carry on Whitney Young's
great work."
Proceeds of the dinner
will be used to further the
work of the National Urban
League and Sponsors of the
dinner are asked to coatri-
bute 85,000 for which they
also will receive a Sponsor's
Table. Other tables are
available at $500.
Mr. Levy, recognized as
one of the most influential
fund-raisers in the nation, is
a member of the board of
directors of more than 20
leading corporations and
has long been connected
with civic and philanthropic
causes and with the Repub-
lican party.
Mr. Johnson, publisher cf
Ebony and Jet Magazines
is recognized as the nation's
foremost Black publisher.
and is a longtime supporter
of th e National Urban
League.
Mr. Young died while
swimming in heavy surf at
Lagos. Nigeria last Spring.
Before he died. Mr. Ford
promised him that he would
serve as chairman of t`e
EOD Dinner this year.
MECA holds
art benefit
"Sometimes they cry" is a
phrase used to describe chil-
dren suffering from malnu-
trition. Dependent and ne-
glected chlldren are hungry,
too: only in a different way.
Please help the Memphis
Ecumenical Children's As-
sociation wipe the tears
from their eyes. Attend the
Universal Antique Show at
the Holiday Inn Rivermont.
November 19, 20, and 21.
Works of art by renowned
Memphis artists will be on
sale. Tickets are available
at Goldsmith's Central Tick-
et Office.
What are some of the other problems facing Lelloyne-Owen
College'
Approximately 73% of the students at the College come
from families with income of less than $7,500 per year.
Eighty-three per cent of the stude'nts receive some form of fi-
nancial aid. Financial assistance is a .major expenditure at
the college. In 1970-71, financial assistance to students amount-
ed to $580,000, of which 9420,000 was derived from various fed-
eral programs. Thus the colleige had to allocate 9160,000 of its
funds for financial aid to students.
Support for current operating funds for Eelifoyne-Owen Col-
lege comes from tuition and fees, church support, foundatian
grants, federal programs and general gifts. Tuition afid fees,
v.hich now amount to 1710 per year, are kept low so as to
enable a larger number of students to take advantage of the
college's programs.
LeMoyne-Owen College at June 30, 1971, had a cumulative
operating deficit of $80.000, smaller than most colleges. b u t
large enough to cause concern. This deficit would be larger
except that over the past ten yeais there have been four ma-
jor sources of new income available'
In 1964, the Ford Foundation gave the college $1,000,000
for faculty and administrative staff supplement and special
programs.
In 1966, the college began to participate in several federal
programs, especially Aid to -Developing Institutions and liberal-
ized financial aid programs, as authorized by the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1995.
In 1968, the merger with Owen College made a new source
of income available from the Tennessee Baptist Missionary
and Educational Convention. In 1970, the college conducted its
1,rst Annual Fund solicitation among businesses, friends, and
the college's constituencies.
Mr. Charles B. Brakefield, president, and general manager
of WREC-TV has been appointed general chairman of the An-
nual Lenoyne-Owen Operating Fund Drive. The goal for 1971-
72 will be $100,000. The sum of $25,000 will be designated for
the United Negro College Fund, solicitated in Memphis. Last
year the college received $96,000 from the national organization
of the United Negro College Fund, while raising $15,000 in Mem-
phis for this fund.
Another $75.030 will be designated for LeMoyne-Owen for
financial aid to students in increasing amounts; improvement
in faculty salaries; increased number of books in the college
library; more adequate' programs of maintenance for existing
facilities and the elimination of the cumulative deficit and fu-
ture operating deficits,
Future plans for LeMoyne-Owen College includes an under-
graduate major in Business Administration; Undergraduate
major in Social Work and development of programs in Urban
Affairs, especially in areas in which black people are a large
number of consumers.
An institution is many times judged by its involvement in
the community in which it is located. Next week we will look






ships, Inc., the only nation-
wide, private organization
devoted to providing finan-
cial assistance to minority
medical students, has an-
nounced the 1971 recipients
of the Henry G. lialladay
Award and the Franklin C.
McLean Scholarship.
Charles E. Burton of Mem-
phis, Tennessee will receive
the second annautl Henry G.
Halladay scared totaling
$2,000. Philip D. McCrary,
a native of Gary, Indiana
and a senior at the Univer-
sity of California at San
Francisco Medical School,
was chosen as the 4th Mc-
Lean Scholar and will re-
ceive an award totaling $2,-
500.
Mr. Burton is a first-year
student at the 'University
of Tennessee Medical School
in Memphis. lie received his
B.S. degree from Land CJI-
lege in Jackson, Tennessee,
where he majored in biology
and minored in chemistry.
Upon graduation, Mr. Bur-
ton had been selected to
Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and
Universities was a member
of Beta Kappa Chi Scien-
tific Society and. had partici-
pated in numerous campus
activities.
The Hajladay Award was
established by Mrs. Henry
G. Halladay of Cambridge.
Massaatusetts in memory
of her late husband, At the
age of 15 he had to quit
school to help support his
mother and three sisters.
Mrs. Halladay noted that it
was due to his hard work
and good planning that "I
now have the pleasure of of-
ferieg th's assistance to some
young man who, having the
aims to achieve, will go on
to beaefit from the formal
education my husband never
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It is often said that the Lord
must love the poor because he
made so many of theist. The Lord's
love seems sometimes to be the
only comforting thing in the life of
the black poor.
Most well-fed Americans have
a rock-like conviction that if a man
is poor it is his own fault. This con-
viction is deep-rooted in the cul-
ture.
The poor who seek public aid
are made to feel ashamed. They
know they are regarded with contempt.
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune af-
fect the black who are poor worst of all. There is con-
tempt among many whites for those who are
black regardless of their economic status. To some
whites a black millionaire is just as contemptible
as a poor one.
The word welfare has come to be associated '
in the popular mind with blacks. The black poor are
more visible even though there are more whites on
the •welfare rolls of America than blacks.
Thus any discussion of welfare usually develops
in the white mind a picture of a "lazy black bum who
wants something for nothing." This picture has been
reinforced by centuries of anti-Negro propaganda that
begins the day the white mother tells her child to
stay away from those black children. You can read
feature stories today in which a hard-working, self-
reliant white worker is usually contrasted with a
jobless, militant, vocal black. No reference is ever
made to the fact that the black is most often denied
the job because he is black. We are still the last hired
and first fired in America.
Every scientific survey of welfare recipients shows
that blacks are just as anxious to work as the
whites. This fact never penetrates the wall of popular
prejudices.
You can see these anti-black and anti-poor pre-
judices moving like an emotional tidal wave in
the controversy over the welfare emergency in the
state of Illinois today.
In the name of welfare reform, Governor Richard
Ogilvie ordered a severe cutback in state funds for
those aid recipients in the General Assistance cate-
gory. These are citizens who do not qualify for those
welfare categories, the blind, handicapped, children
etc., that are federally funded. In essence to gover-
nor insists that unless the state cuts General Assis-
tance funds it will become bankrupt. The governor
insists that the local and federal governments are
obliged to make up the difference.
The issue in human terms, however, is that rough-
ly 30,000 Illinois citizens will be cut off from funds
that were already too small to enable them to live
like human beings. Most of them in Chicago, of
course, are black.
The feeble efforts to find jobs for those who
might be able to work, even part time, have been
a colossal failure. Indeed, unemployment in t h e
black community of Chicago as in most major cities
of America is a national scandal. Even those who
have jobs are too often working for starvation wages
in period when consumer prices are the highest in
history.
It is this emergency situation in Chicago and
similar ones in many other major cities that have
led me to believe that our great nation is approach-
ing an urban crisis of violent dimensions. The veterans
returning from Vietnam who are vainly hunting for
jobs will add fresh fuel to this internal social com-
bustion.
It is said that we believe in socialism for the
rich and free enterprise for the poor. Sick corporations
are being subsidised, Senator. Eastland is still get-
ting his hundreds of thousands not to till his vast
lands, and corporate kings of Lockheed Aircraft have
their high salaries guaranteed with government-back-
ed loans. How stupid can we become in America?
LeMoyne-Owen campus
buzzing in queen search
The annual "Miss Le-
Moyne-Owen" contest is be-
ing given top priority on the
college campus this year.
"In past years only a few
coeds competed for the title.
hot W.0 1971 contest will have
about 20 young ladies in the
race," :ya d Mrs. Ruby C.
Howze, advisor to the con-
testants and directer of Mc
culminating coronation ball.
Mrs. Howie is direct3r Oh
counseling services at the
The contest is sponsored
by the Student Government
Association. Robert Lee
Hurd, a junior, is the SGA
preAdent.
Mr. Hurd said the contest
and cornation ball will fol-
low the Miss America for-
mat.
Contestants will appear in
a fashion show at 10:30 a.m.,
Nov. 16. in the Little The.
atre and will be judged on
personality, and poise
and charm.
voting machines will he
usE.d on Nov. 24 in the stu-
INSURANCE
Life, Hospitalization, Disability, Sickness, Auto, Fire,
Home Owners, Mobile Home, Motorcycle, Garage,
Liability, Business.
An',' type insurance you need-we have terms to not you










LEARN TO DRIVE •
•
• If You Have Any Trouble What so ever
• In Getting Driver License
•
• Call




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE





WE HAVE MOVED TO A NEW PLACE.
CONGRATULATIONS
Tri-State Defender
Theiii nd Eon our 2 RSARY
SPEEDY'S ENTERPRISES
271-77 E. H. GRUMP 774-1801
dcut election fur -Miss Le.
Moyne-Owen."
The coronat'on ball will be
held in the Hotel Chi:-..ca ball.
room on the night 0f Dec. 17.
Winner al the contest will
receive a ',;100 defensu bond
and have the use of a Dee
car during coronation week.
She also will be outfitted by •
si.ime of Memphis' leading
department stores and a
wig shop.
Each class at the college
will present the winner with
a gift costing not less than
$25.
Participating coeds must.
carry a two-point Jcademici
average. They aLso must.




Proposals will be received and
publicly opened by the Memphis
Housing Authority at the. Main-
tenance Office, temporarily lo-
cated at 52 Linden Avenue, Mem-
phis, Tennessee until 10.00 a.m.,
C.S.T., Tuesday, November 23,
1971, for furnishing the following
rolling equipment F.O.B., 52 Lin-
den Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee,
transportation prepaid:
I. 1-1/2 ton Pick-up Truck
2.1.-Y. ton Van Type Truck
3. 2-1-1/2. ton Stake BodyTru.-ks
Standard cabs and bodies on
trucks.
To be traded in 01 sold Mr rail,:
1. 1964 International '':. ton
Pick-up. V8 engine
ft Cl 000511392424A
1. 1966 International 'a tun
Panel Truck V8 engine
tf:613206H605257
I. 1962 'International 1.1, ton
Stake Body Truck; V8 en-
gine /;LB162SB21 4004E
1. 1962 International to;
Stake Body Truck V8 engin.
4LB162513205551E
Bidders are invited and ...aged t.
inspect thc prorrty to be sol,
prior to submitting bids. Vehicle
may , be seen and inspected b,
tween the hours of 8:00 a.m. an
4:00 p.m.. Monday through Fr
day on bidder's telephoned ii
quest.
Person to Contact:  J.K. Carlo o
or R.C: kVaujh
Address: 52 Linden Avenu.
Memphis, Tennessee
Specifications atc available at II
Memphis Housing Milan it
office, 52 Linden Avenue. Mei
phis, Tennessee.
Time of delimy must be .
m proposal. The Mein phis I lousi
Authority reserves the right t
reject any or all bids, to wai
any informality in the bidding at
to place the award with who•
ever it may elect.
Address proposals to the Me
phis Housing Authority, 52 1
den Avenue, Memphis, Tenness











NEED EXTRA XMAS MONEY
HELP WANTED: flume addresser's,
com mission mailers and envelope .
stutter's. For' complete d eta ils. send '
a self addressed ,ta inped envelope '
'is: David Faulkner, 1175 S. Ocoee. 1
Cleveland, Tennessee 373/1
FOIL SALE
Frigidaire.retrige rotor freezer. single
1 door, good condition. 550. 324-7413,
49 Haub Gas Stove. Sepa rule boiler.





Only A Few Of The
Many Styles Shown Above
Sensational Values Only $10.00




Let the achiever company
show you how to meet your goals.
With the right kind of planning, any goal can be met.
There's no maybe about it.
Your North Carolina Mutual Man knows how to do
the right kind of planning. He's an Achiever.
And every day he works with achievers like you,
who want something more for their family.
And the future.
North Carolina Mutual understands achievers. We've
been helping blacks reach their goals since 1898.
It's made us the largest black-operated
financial institution in the nation today. And
we're ready to help you.
If you've got something you want to achieve,
call the achiever company, We understand your goals.
And can help you reach them.
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL4)
LIFE INSURANCE COMP•11111,
mu r vA. ..,.....
 NI. NORTH CAROLINA S7701
An equal opportunity employer.
See your North Carolina Mutual man in any of these states:
Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland,
Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
South' Carolina, Tenne,ssee, Virginia, District of Columbia.
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310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-S
tate Area
Is there progress..?
In glancing back over the last t
wenty years of history in
Bluff City. since the introduction 
of the Tri-State Defender, it's
astounding the number of police 
brutality cases that have been
swept under the rug.
The city of Memphis has been 
a poor housekeeper when it
comes to meeting the needs of 
the black community. Like a
lazy housewife who does a h
alf—s job of housecleaning. by
sweeping the dirt under the rug . 
. Memphis' elected officials
have totally capitalized on the att
itudes of black people. Black
people as a whole are known to
 react quickly and violently
to these type of incidents, such as
 the few outbreaks of rioting
that erupted after the murder of
 Elton Hayes.
But now, just like a hundred oth
er cases that have been
overlooked, black people again h
ave fallen under a wave of
complacency. While many blacks ha
ve not completely forgotten
the incident, the majority have 
calmed down to a degree that
if and when nothing is done, it w
on't matter in the least.
For too long now, black people ha
ve been used as a "whip-
ping boy" by irrational policemen
. Officers of the law are hu-
man. but their biggest fault has b
een to take out their frustra-
tions on the heads of black peo
ple . . . Men, women and
children.
In a recent conversation with a 
black policeman, the officer
said that he himself had been guil
ty of acting too harshly when
dealing with blacks suspected of 
malicious activities. An argu-
ment with the wife before leaving
 home . A hangover from
the night before . . . Harsh words
 passed with the shift officer
in charge . . . Any or a co m
bina t ion of these t end to
make HUMANS react harshly to
 a situation which gives one
a chance to let out these frust
rations.
Everyone needs a "whipping boy." 
Although there is always
reason for it . . . That 
doesn't make it right.
In 90 per cent of the brutality cas
es that go before a judge,
the charges are dismissed. It 
would seem as if there is just
cause for the policeman to arrest
, physically subdue, and jail
a suspect (who normally is char
ged with disorderly conduct),
there should be enough to convic
t the person on some sort of
charge.
Could it be that the judge realiz
es that in most cases of
police brutality, more than enough
 punishment has already been
administered to the suspect who wa
s brutalized by the officer,
out of sympathy he releases the 
defendant?
Seldom does the poor defendant 
who has cuts and bruises
all over his or her body press c
harges against the offending
officers. He knows the chances a
re that nothing will ever be
done about it . . . Police brut
al it y and harassment has
become almost a way of life for blac
ks.
Black people of Memphis . . . Bla
ck people of Amer ic a
. . Do you really have to accept
 this???
Our next ruler...
It's all over now but the shouting
. Most of the fanfare has
died down, and all that remains is 
January 1st. when the next
Mayor of Memphis is sworn in.
It would be unfair to presume wha
t fate will befall the city
and its population at the hands of 
the new mayor, but now
that the ballots have been c
ast, all that is left
is to sit back and watch. It's too la
te to do anything about it.
Juvenile court Judge Kenneth Turner
 fought a valiant battle,
but so did Custer. And in all probability,
 their chances of winning
were about the same. Although some 
felt Judge Turner may
have been picking over old bones by dem
anding a recount of
the vote. it can't be denied that there
 was a possibility someone
in an official capacity could have put a
 Mark in the wrong
space when counting the ballots.
This is not to suggest that there is any 
hint of misdoings
. . . Only that Judge Turner realizes that
 there is always room
for human error. Give or take a thous
and votes. and a lot
of ink will have been wasted on the wr
ong man. If the re-
count were to bring up a "different shade of blue," it wouldn't
be the first time in history that a recou
nt of votes produced
a different winner.
Mayor-elect Chandler has promised to do
 all things that a
"good Mayor" is expected to SAY. His r
eal fault in the black
community is the way he says "them." W
hich when added to
a conservative background, gives a hi
nt of 'bigot.'
But this may not be the case.
Finally people, especially black people, are
 realizing that
being concerned about poor housing, wel
fare, crime and city
expenditures isn't enough. The bigshots downto
wn are the ones
who control all of these inequities. It's with
in their power to
correct them . . . And w 1 thin our powe
r (as a vo tin g
force) to put the proper officials in office
 to carry out the will
of the people.
We didn't win this time, but we came pretty cl
ose . . .
There will always be another race.
It's quite apparent, in the words of the late Sa
m Cooke,
"a change is gonna come."
The U.S. won and lost
in China and the UN
By Dr. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
The United States, in splisoring
China's membership in the United Na-
tion, won and lost. We won in that there
was apparently no opposition to China
becoming a member of the United Na-
tion. The United States had been the
chief opponent in keeping Communist
China out of the U.N. The sudden turn
around on the part of President Nixon
made China's entrance to the United
Nation a foregone conclusion. It never
made sense to keep a country with LS
or 1 6 of the population of the world
out of the United Nation.
The United States lost in that it
sponsored a proposal to keep Commu-
nist China and Nationalist China both in
the L'. N. The vote against admitting
Communist China and at the same time
keeping Nationalist China was a de-
cisive defeat for the United States. Sev-
enty-six voted to admit Red China and
expel Nationalist China over the 35 votes
for the two Chinas to be members.
If the United States had won, Com-
munist China would have the seat on
the Security Council and Nationalist
China would have remained a member
of the United Nation. It is significant
that countries like the United Kingdom,
France and Italy voted against the U
nit-
ed States' position There will be diffi-
culty ahead.
This vote places the United States
in a difficult position. Those who talk
about reducing our contributions to the
United Nation are talking nonsense. It
cost about two-hundred million dollars
to run the United Nation and the Unit-
ed States pays about one-third of the
cost. The United States will lose prestige
if we cut our appropriation as a result
of the expelling of Nationalist China.
The United States is in a tough spot.
We must continue to support Nationalist
China and this may antogonize Commu-
nist China,
However, the decision of the United
Nation to elect Red China to the U.N.
should contribute to , world peac e.
Some restrictions will be placed on Red
China because of its membership in the
United Nation.
As much as I would have liked to see
a compromise by keeping Taiwan in the
United Nations, it is highly possible that
Communist China would hardly have ac-
cepted membership in the U.N. with
Nationalist China there. This will be
a strong blow to the Chinese Nationalist.
From our readers
The Tri-State Defender welcomes 
letters to the edi to r.
Whether they are critical of this 
newspaper or commentaries on
the problems of our society, all will
 be given just consideration for
printing in this column. We reserve 
the right to edit according to
our space limitations.
Dear Editor,
Campaign slogans. what do they
mean?
Over the years. politicans have been
rather remote in their image making.
Campaign slogans were, and still are
the sole tactical manuever used by these
politicians to acquire their respective
positions.
Today we see slogans such as "I'll
stand up for you", "Preserve Our
Schools", "Keep Our Streets Safe", and
"I'd vote against turnkey housing." No
one can doubt that these slogans have
racial overtones,
Who will stand up for who? And
preserve what schools? (When all citi-
zens both black and white are taxpay-
ers). Keep our street safe from whom?
(People like the man that killed people
on sight from the top of the Texas
Tower or like Richard Speck, who
murdered all those nurses).
So they take a stand against turnkey
housing. Alright, Mr. and Mrs. Bigot,
when Black bpdies in Vietnam were be-
ing flown back to the states in large
numbers. (fight together, die together
,
but don't move in our neighborhoods).
Black people must weigh out these
campaign slogans, no matter what can-
didate you are in favor of.
Years ago, Senator Theodore Gil-
more Bilho, of Mississippi, stood on the
Capitol steps and snapped, "keep a coon
paws trimmed, so he can't climb."
Bilbo meant he wanted to keep the
Black man down and depressed.
Just six years ago, the word "nig-
ger" was a household word to Southern
whites because the white racist politi-
cians spit it out boldly. Today, the racist
politicians are even bolder. In Boston.
a white woman racist slogan was "By.
bye blackbird", referring to her strong
segregationist attitude.
Become aware of these slogans, be-
cause they open up the minds of some
and mislead and polarize 4ithers.
JACK M. CLARK
Point of View
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
The political happenings of last week
in Memphis and Mississippi should pro-
vided some very, very important lessons
to the black leadership in these areas.
In the first place, the black leader-
ship should see the heavy handwriting
on the wall of their status. Unless black
leaders find ways and means to reach
the masses of black people, the whole
game will be lost before the ball is
kicked off.
For instance. in Mississippi it was
observed that many black people were
qualified to vote. Too many of them did
not vote. They failed to vote despite the
fact that some of the most important
men in the natiou went to Mississippi
purposely to help black Charles Evers
become governor of the Magnolia State.
They did not vote despite the fact that
scores of black and white °liege stu-
dents, from such institutions as Howard
University in Washington, D. C. Colum-
bia University in New York, and stu-
dents from other big universities, took
it upcii themselves to volunteer at their
own expense to go to Mississippi and
work a week. They went into most of the
Delta countries. They gave instruction
on how to vote. They went to the polls
as watchers. They made an all-out ef-
fort to obtain an all-out turn-out of black
voters... in support of the approximate-
ly one hundred black men seeking of-
fices. Yet, too many of the black voters
did not respond.
The students were almost stunned.
They were visibly depressed by the
results. One young Howard student was
asked what he felt was the reasons for
the black political apathy shown. He
said it wasn't fear. Black Mississippians
have been long conditioned for the
terror tactics of their area. Ile said it
wasn't lack of inf or m a ti on. He
said . . and this is a most significant
obilervation ... he said he felt that the
majority of black Mississippi voters did
not respond to the pleas of their leaders
because they simply do not relate to
their leaders. They do not believe their
leaders represent them.
They gave the impression of having
the view that the only difference be-
tween the black office seekers and the
white was a matter of color. • . that
these black candidates speak for them.
selves and not for the masses of black
people. Incidentally, that might be an
explanation for the apathetic response of
black voters in Memphis In the matter
of political effectiveness In getting them
io vote.
The obvious lesson, it seems from
this point of view, Is that somebody had
better start now to doing an education-
al job enduing the mass black folk. . .
the job of gaining confidence and
understanding.
So this is Washington
Diggs nuptials caught
biggies by surprise
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
News of the impending marriage on
Nov. 6 of Miss Janet Elaine Hall to 
Con-
gressman Charles C. Diggs had Capi
tal
wires burning. Not until the engraved 
in-
vitations to a chosen few arrived in 
the
mail did anyone, including such 
close
friends as restaurant owners, Edith 
ind
Bill Simpson, know what was happeni
ng.
Diggs' congressional staff learned a-bout
it only after one recipient called his
 of-
fice to r.s.v.p.
Miss Hall is the daughter of Mrs.
Alma Thomas Hall and Roy Hall of 
De-
troit. She is a graduate of Barnard 
Col-
lege and earned her master's degree
 in
international relations at Georgetown U.
Some years ago, she recelved a sc
hol-
arship through the Diggs' Funeral Ho
me
in Detroit. The new Mrs. Diggs is 
a
foreign service officer in the State De-
partment and accompanied the congre
ss-
man on an earlier trip to Africa 
this
year. The service is to be performikl
 at
Christ Chapel in Riverside Church in




and Iowa Senator Harold Hughes warm-
ly embracing after his defeat for the
chairmanship of the Credentials Com-
mittee of the Democratic National Com-
mittee. Mrs. Chisholm placed his name
in nomination . . . if the agreement in
conference of the higher education bill
between Reps. Gus Hawkins and Bill
Clay with Oregon's Rep. Edith Green
holds up, black colleges stand to gain
considerably.
THE RED CHINA VOTE
When John E. Reinhardt was sworn
in as U. S. Ambassador to Nigeria. Sec-
retary of State William P. Rogers gave
him an order. -John. get that road
built." Rogers was referring t o the
stretch from the airport at Ikeja which
twists through the densely populated
tow-nships surrounding the capital city of
Lagos which is situated on Victoria
Island. With some U. S. AID money af-
ter long negotiation, the road is to be
widened and modernized to by-pass the
heavy traffic of humans and animals
and vehicles of every type.
Rogers remembered the road from
his visit to Lagos in 1970. Hopefully, the
improvements will be completed in time
for the second Festival of Black Arts
which will be held in Lagos in 1974 . .
the Rogers dictum came just before the
fateful UN vote on the admission of Red
China and the ouster of Nationalist Chi-
na. The big questillbn now is whether
t he AID program in Africa will fall un-
der the axe in the rush to economize
Just coincidentally after the revolt of the
underdeveloped countries against b i g
bossism.
BITS AND PIECES
GOP ?slack appointees gave an ap-
preciation party for M. Carl Holman,
president of the National Urban Coali-
tion, at the opulent Watergate Hotel last
week. Holman was leaning on a cane
and explaining that an old bad( ailment,
a slipped disk, was bothering him 
again
. . . Ghana's Prime Minister Kojo Busia
was in town this week for a round of
talks with World Bank and U. S. 
AID
officials. Last week in the UN, Ghana
voted with the U. S. on the first key
vote, but switched to the final vote o.
the side of admission of the Peking Chi-
na Government . . . Ghana is in dire
need of financial assistance.
When Mr. and Mrs. Sven Frychius
entertained the Capital Press Club last
week with Ofield Dukes as the special
guest, three of the staff of the Swedish
Embassy were on hand. Frychius, t h e
press counselor, arranged for Dukes to
make a 10-day visit to Sweden as the
guest of the government. Dukes has writ-
ten a series of articles on his experi-
ences which will run in the Sengstacke
newspapers. Pretty Barbara Taylor, who
works for the Committee on Freedom
from Hunger, was warmly embraced by
the Swedish diplomats as she arrived
with the new First Secretary of the Em-
bassy. Barbara, who is black, speaks
Swedish fluently, having spent a year in
the country . ... Sam Simmons, Assist-
ant Secretary for Fair Housing at HUD,
had the hot potato of :harges of bias in
the big department dropped in his lap
last week. The report drawn up b.%
EEOC hearing examiner Julia Cooper
found HUD guilty of racial discrimina-
tion and recommended that back pay he
given 106 employees of the agency who
were docked for participating in demon-
strations against bias. Simmons must
now accept (Sr reject the report. In the
21-page opinion, Miss Cooper, a lawyer
said the pattern of discriminatory prac-
tices in the agency goes back to the ad-
ministration of Dr. Robert C. Weaver,
the first head of the newly-created agen-
cy who was named Secretary of Hous-
ing by President Lyndon B. Johnson and
was the first black ever to be named to
a cabinet position.
Morale continues to plummet at the
Equal Employment Opportunity Co m-
mission with in-fighting sapping the life
of the agency set up to resolve cases of
discrimination in employment. Recently,
the friction reached up to the commis-
sioner level so much that the five com-
missioners asked Chairman William H.
Brown to call an executive meeting over
their complaint that the director of Per-
sonnel. Mrs. Yvette Butler. had gone
over their heads to recommend that
their individual chauffeur-driven govern-
ment limousines be taken away from
them, forcing them to have to go




All persons below volunteered answers to the fqllowing
questions of their own free will, are not speaking on behalf of
an' organization, and are not in any way affiliated with this
newspaper.
• • •
QUESTION: DO YOU FEEL, NOW THAT THE ort• HAS
QUIETED DOWN. THAT THE PEOPLE WILI. FORG
ET
ABOUT THE DEATH OF ELTON HAYES, AND T
HAT
NOTHING WILL BE DONE ABOUT IT?• * •
ARCHIE ROSS, upholstery worker: I think in due time the
y
will forget, because they need somebody to pursue it. I don'
t
think the people have forgotten already but they haven't 
been
ARCHIE ROSS HAROLD CLARE
pursuing the issue rapidly enough so somebody will do some-
thing about it.
• • •
HAROLD CLARE, shoe store clerk: If the Elton Hayes case is
handled like all the other police brutality cases in this city, it
will be some that is covered and white-washed 'til it is for-
gotten. Black people as a whole, usually concern themselves
with something for awhile, then become complacent. I hope it
won't heroine forgotten 'til the situation is corrected.
* * •
HAROLD JENKINS: I ,n't think the people have forgotten.
lk
HAROLD JIIINKINs LEVATA EDWARDS
I think the people are just waiting to see what is going to hap-
pen and how the black officials are going to react.
• • •
LEVATA ED1VARDS, telephone company: I don't think black
People have forgotten about Elton Hayes. I know I haven't.
Some city officials and policemen would like them to, but I
doubt that they have as yet. I don't think much will be dons
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On the school scene
TIGER TOWN
Hi, all you Tiger fans! This is your mild mannered re-
porter, B. B., keeping you up on the latest news around the
big M!
SPORTS
Manassas, the only unbeaten and milled tearn remaining
in the city gave just what was required for victory 8. The
game Iiaina gave Manassas as much of a battle as it could
without a passing offense, but it was the Tigers' talent that pre-
vailed.
FASHION !
This season, faghlon is moving in many directions. There
are several important new trenis which
follow. Choose the trends tost are hest suited to your act
ivi-
ties, your age and your personality. Some of our fas io
n
conscious Tigers and Tlgereftes are . Yvonne Franklin, Don-
ald Sykes, Deborah Rolfe Cnico Mott Sandra ifiant, GUY
Robertson, Yvonne WiUlama, Cnester Harris. Lyon Ntckeber
ry,
and Raymond Chester.
Homecoming was Friday, November 4th: Our 
beautiful
queen is Rochelle Rivers. A twenty-one gun sa'ut; to 
our queei
and her most desiring court.
SENIORS IN THE SWING!












.3) Thin Line Between Love and Hate R.G
 & L.N.
19. You've Got to Crawl-B. W. & E. B.
(3). Look What We've Done to Lave B. H 
B
(2). Family Affair • V. J. & L. M.
(I). Have You Seen Her J. W. A G. S.
This is all for today peers. but I will return 
to kiep eau





This is Emma (Super Slim) Lofton bringing y
ou the latest
actions and attractions from the Lions neck
-of-thewoods.
SPO'TLETE: This week the spotlite beams on one
 of Les-
ter's most prominent students. She is a membe
r of the 12-3
home-room and is a finalist in the Nat
ional Acbievement
Scholarship Program for Outstanding -Negr
o Students. She
is none other thaa Miss Rosalind DeWitt. To you 
Rbsalind,
our congrads!
ATTRACTIONS: Every day is a hot day for 
Shirley Car-
ter, Blanche Washington and Rosemary 
Rice in thos
Mean "bot-pants"; The greatest invention 
since the m i
dress. Linda Norfleet stands out in the 
crowd in her way-
out gaucho suits. "Mks are for Kick. " s
o ,ays Geargia
Ward, Jean Brinson, and the one who rake
s i' a "me "
Ruby Bolden.
"Every Brother ain't a Brother" ;vs 
Lewi, Div- i who '
many, is a brother in his own was'. He
 doesn't `sink rimers--
Mg "SHAFT" is too cool sporting a 
beanv can. faded jeans.
mixed matched socks, and dark glasses 
bit "Wha' vol see
what you get." The password around 1
 e•ter En* senicire is
"TRAMP": you know those guys and 
• • in 'hat mean set
of threads from shredded jean- te b
 rire . iine the
best in the mess were: Jerry McCey, 
Geraldine Robertson.
Marsh Harris, Jenny Johnson, Darlene 
Hunter Kissie Dona-
hue, Jerry Yateman, Donna Harris, and 
Emma Lofton.
ACTION: "Keep the Faith L iini" was 
• ' Fri-
day night (10-8-71) when we w re de
eit,d by the Mans .•
sas Tigers 19-7 at the Fairground 
S'aeium. 1Sf CUra^
everybody loves a winner, but lasing i
s all in 'he game.
Mighty Lions, iiou are still Mighty. ard we 
love you.
JUNIOR SCENE: What Is the Junior ,S e
ne? Those g
who don't mess around, those gals nobody 
can hound,
Finding the best you can ge.; Juniors know wher
e it's at;
for instance, Joe Hall, Elaine Lofton, Ricky Bytum, Wilma
Mason Marvin Moore' and Debrah DeBerry.
PICKS 'Pi' CLICKS!: What is Love? The poet say
s: an af-
fection for; the writer says an understanding 
between; but
I say Love is the dawning of a new day. Why.?
 Because
Cupid has recently struck lightning and left a 
melody in
Ihe hearts of Lovers like:
5. Helen Maya 'n Bernard Harris 
Show Me
4. Jacqueline Casey 'n' Ed Kendrieke 
I Wanna Be
.1 Part of You
3. Janice. Da ly 'n' Harold Taylor
e,hir'e- Carter 'n' Robe!, !lu
re




Until later this IA -Super Slim" toying .
..They've al-
ready given more will power to the people 
. Don't you




Lieten peeple Is-ten have eou heard the !a
test happoningi
around the wild ats willed. This is Bever
ly Williams and Debra
Harrison bring you the news that's ever-
so-cool.
ACTIVITIES
On November 8. the conte,tant. for Mr
 and Miss Hamil
Ion contest will present a talent show.
 First they will show
their talent and next they w'll model an at
tire. Some of these
fine' young men are Jarvis Driver, 
Michael Jackson, James
Boone, Larry Chambers, Wade Wi
lliams. Reginald Savage,
Clete Bridges, Mellow; Oliver. Ronal
d Sanders, Dennis Robin-
scn. Johnne Walker. Caesar Augh
trv. and Robert Harris. The
conteiitants fee Miss Hilmit10(1 are V
nntvna Noel. Gwerria Gil-
F.ye ch . Denise Bats. Gwen
dolyn Sartnr. Gladys'
Atkin,, Alma Black, Beverly Wood
., Sylvia Boyd. Carolyn Wil-
liams, Pamela Smith. Faye Wright
 Audrey Franklin, Lynn-
wood Saulsberry, and Mila Little,
TOP SENIORS
The seniors of the wildcats den 
are definitely together.
Some of these fine seniors gettin
g over are Barbara Clasper,
Zola Flowers. Ronald Smith. Ve
lma Rankins. Jerome Potts,
Love Powell, Monica Bean, Gloria
 Hymon, Clara Williams, Mi-
chael Deberry, Elton Winston. J
ohn Archie, Gregory Wells,
Patricia Word, Brenda Edwards, Ann
ette Smith, Maurice Hale,
Patricia Mickens, Beverly Wells and 
Re'ginald Mason,
TOP JUNIORS
The jumping-off juniors are a
lways in the groove around
the super-cool wilthats den. Some of
 these jumpin juniors are
Sharon Jones, William Ratcliff,
 Lee Price, Jackie Mosby, Jud
y
Burford, Saacira Griffin, Jacki
e Wilson, Linda Long. Ronal
d
Jackson, Herbert Jackson, Lalita 
Noel, Betty Fitzgerald. Mi-
randa Webb. Marie McNeal, Vic
ki Johnson, Charles Balla
d,
Melha Matlock. Janet Miller and 
Gwen Harris,
TOP SOPIMMORES
',erne of the top sophomores who 
stay ever-so-cool are Rick
o iey .'ehnson. Phi..is F-
 ,ter. S mn,on. Norma
'are Shielee Tolliver, Anita 
Sanders, Carmen Mayes. De,iree
C,ri"in. Gina Moors!. Fern Ten
niel.
COUPLES CORNER
CounIe, seen makine love around
 campus eq."
I. Caesar Aughtry & Vanessia 
Bowens
2. c'arence Evans & Pamela 
Alexander
3. Charles Fizer & Vicki John
son
4. Reg'nale Ma,cin & Linda 
Askew
5. Geegery Wells & Janet Miller
C. 1,ean Smith A Corrkie Will'ams
7. Ronald Trip* & Sharon Jone
s
8. .'arvis Driver & Julius Ja kso
n
9 Anthony Oliver & Sandra Pars
on
10. Robert Franklin & 
Wiliiorn-
Well this is Bever v end lea,. 
a.: .:11 s it our earn
•
"Big enough to reach the peanut butter.
'That's how big I want to be!"
She'll never need Wonder Bread
more than right now.
The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"— ages 1 through
12—when a child reaches 90% of adult
height. Help your child by serving Wonder
Enriched Bread. Each slice supplies vitamins,
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SALE PRICED THIS WEEK!
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF
CHUCK ROAST bilaBLADE LB.CUT
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"KING OF THE ROAST"
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED
RIB ROAST
5th Rib
FIRST 5 RISS 
q9C
4th and
Rib Roast  lb. 89c
QUARTERED—CUT-UP Cr SPLIT
Fryers  lb. 35
lONE IN







CUT GREEN OR &NELLIE
STOKELY
BEANS
3 / $128 OZ.CAN





































3 370n $1 00Cans
13 Or, 419 C
Pkg.
JANE PARKER





32 On. 011 00
Ahoy Detergent 







































PRICES EXPIRE SATURDAY NOV. 13
at N. Cirszetand 214 Preilia-Illad.
11890 Hwy. 51 Sostrt 1$33 Lenoir Ave.
UM S. Leotbrdele 
gegi peek frt..,
3200 Pericles AL Seutn 2464 Poplar Are.










SHARON STOKES M RVIN PRIDE
SHERITA BRANCH GEORGE DI-MAS, III
BRENDESHA TYNES
BABY CONTEST
SEQUINA ROGERS CHARAY NEWMAN TREASE WOODSON 11.1:1;1I ( KETT
WILLIE SAUNDERS ALVIN BARRINGER TUNYA ROBERTSON KAREN F. OATIS
= 10'
SONY KINNARD LiTASHA ALDRIDGE LATHER DABNEY TREVAL BOWMAN RODERICK GLASS





JEANETTE MOORE LaSHONDA PORTER
DAPHNE O'NEIL MARVIN PRIDE
MARISHA GILBERT
CEOLA JONES CHRISTIE LAMPKINS
SII XI'N PRESCOTT TRACY MEADOWS
SHARON II .t HARRY STACY THOMPtioN
DIONNE THOMAS CHAUNDRIA GILL ADRIANNE KENDRIX
TONYA WILLIAMS JUSTICE jOilN.0`
ELI, JAMES ASTRID STOUD
PATRICIA CHEEKS CHARLES BYERS
A
M NR(41.ETTE T1YLOR
MILTON CLARK BABY TAYLOR
JACOB BOND JR. MARY E. WOODSON
•
:MARK DAVIS
MG & -4 -
ROSALIND GARNER
ANGELA HALL CERRAL WOODS
—4....,. Aow war.oVirtemartae,
tctli
ttOt AAI , a r s.Ia. I
SATURDAY, NOVIAIRgR 13, 1371
0.0.• Or • rI






























Record number of entries




Votes cast for the Tri-State Defender Baby
Contest may be made according to the follow-
ing schedule:
1.) For each two-year (2) subscription to
the Tri-State Defender, sold at $10.00 each,
500 votes will be recorded ...
2.) For each one-year (1) subscription t
o
the Tri-State Defender, sold at $6.50 e
ach,
250 votes ...
3.) For each 6-month subscription sold 
to
the Tri-State Defender, at a cost of $3.50 
each,
125 votes will be recorded ...
Please enter my subscription to the TrI-State
Defender and credit Baby 
with 'Votes
I wish to subscribe for: (check one)
( ) 2 (two) years-$10.00 (500 vo
tes)
( ) 1 (one) year-$6.50 (250 votes
)
( ) 6 (slx) months-$3.50 (125 votes
)
Please send to:











er's Annual Baby ('on-
test has entered the
home stretch with She-
rita L. Branch the top
vote getter, no one can
argue that. Still moving
forward into the number
two spot are the Blay-
lock twins.
Idle for the past two
weeks, George W. Du-
mas, III, and Willie
Sanders seem to be rest-
ing up as if to make a
final plunge at the last
minute, to break their
tie. We all are waiting
for them to make up
their minds and go back
to work.
Alvin Barringer Is
resting in fifth plac e.
Following is Tr e ase
Woodson and Shaun L.
Prescott is doing a good
job of trying to keep up
with the pace set by the
leaders. Idle in a tie for
the next two of the top
ten places are Karen F.
Oatis and Tunya Robert-
son. Also in a tie to
round off the top ten vot-
ing Is Tracy D. Mead-
ows and ('haray L. New-
man.
Keep an eye on the top
ten babies as the contest
heats up.
In case of a tie at the
end of the contest, con-
testants will have an ad-
ditional two weeks to
determine a winner h y
obtaining additional
votes.
Over $1,000 (in prizes
will he awarded to the
TOP TEN BABIES in
ballot voting.
All votes not in pos-
session of the Tri-State
Defender office by
p.m. Monday of each





Jana R. Jones ..
..4040 Trevathan Cl.
Baby Talor . 
Sardis, Miss.
Marius F. Nesby ... 283
 Decatur Apt. A
Sheronda L. Hughey ..952 
Willoughby No. 1
Shajuanda M. White .... . 
Blytheville, Ark.
Mike Steele .. 
. Oxford, Miss.
Michele L. Schaeffer .... ....4486
 Turtle Creek dr.
Fonita D. Randolph 
...1775 Castalie
Ursula V. Goliday . . 
. 2204 Clayton
Earline Brewer  1579 
Merton No. 1
Kimberly U. Miller .. ...
. 462 Edith
Sharnzette Marchbanks . ...
.. . Wynne, Ark.
Baby Smith . . 
..Greenwood, Miss.
Chandra L. King . 
1375 Kimball
La Raunne R. Luellen 
.1841 Kellner No. 3
Luelle A. Richmond ... B
yhalia, Miss.
Sharen D. Maharry .
.4355 Macon rd.
Karl R. Cox . . 
Marks, Miss.
Mark Crutchfield .... 
507 Shofner
Edward D. Underhill .. 
3461 Vernon
Amanda C. Clark .. . 
. Webb, Miss.
William K. Dorsey .... .. 
4917 Briarcliff




Latarius W. Dabney .
1572 Hanaur-A
Angela J. Hall . . 
.Millington, Tenn.
Sonya R. Kinnard . 
Clarksdale, Miss.
Marishia V. Gilbert R
ipley. Tenn.
Alvin L. Barringer 
 1004 Beverly
Karen F. Oatis  20
24 Keltner Cl. 18
Stacy N. Thompson 
1724 Hays
Justine M. Johnson 
1495 Eloise
Daphnie E. O'Neal 6
21 Richmond
Treys! L. Bowman 
1498 Patton
George W. Dumas Jr. III  1
141 So. 4th
Damion R. Bennett 762 North 
Dunlap
Ell James  He
lena, Ark.
Tanya T. Robertson 1381 Clementine No
. 101
Dionne L. Thomas 372 Ashlan
d




Shaun L. Prescott 
  459 Williams
Tonya Y. Williams  
402 Gracewood
Trease L. Woodson   62 
Ashby Court
Lolita & Shaquita Blaylock . 2364
 Verdun Cove
Milton E. Clark  162
2 N. Hollywood
Mark J. Davis  1938
 Florida No. 5
Carol L. Williams  
1476 Warford
Tracy D. Meadows  
576 Boston
Patricia A. Cheeka  
166 W. Trigg
Rosalind D. Garner  648 
Deerskin Dr.
Terra] T. Woods 2814 Spo
tswood No. 3
Marquette Taylor  779
 Pendleton
Willie L. Sanders 57 
East Gage
Charles L. Byers 
• 
566 D-St. Paul
Jacob Bond Jr  Brown
sville, Tenn.
Astrid E. Stout  213
3 Brown
Roderick A. Glass  2079 
Farrington
Claudette N. Talbert 884 Latha
m No. 55
La Tasha M. Aldridge  6
81 /fasting
Lashunda Porter  231 
Jones
Chundria Gill 2561 Calvert 
No. 3
Frank A. Jones  Hernand
o, Miss.
Brendesha Tynes 984 Shadowlin
e Dr.
Michele K. Williams  Blythevill
e, Ark.
Rebecca M. Daniel  Blytheville,
 Ark.
Jeanette D. Moore Greenville, 
Miss.
Sophie .E. Briggs 1325 Nic
holas
Scott A. Ashton Lyles . . 3773 Pershing Dr. 
No 1
Tommy Shaw  4046 Gre
y Rd.
Matthew L. Mitchell  Jackson, 
Tenn.
Adriane Kendrix  830 Bunt
yn
Sequins Rodgers 2615 LaRose
Charay L. Newsom 1518 Aley Rd.
Silvia T.. Wright 1412 Dixie
Sharon E. Stokes 1108 Lauderdale
Marvin Pride 1239 N. Fiellevue
Terry Luckett St. Helena, Ark.
Coda Jones St. Leland, Miss.








LUELLA RI('HMOND SHARON D. MAHARRT
HOW THEY STAND
VOTE COI VI' AS
MON. NOV. 8
Sherita L. Branch

















































































"Soul" takes °ye: for a
solid hour of "Memphis
Sound" hits on Tv5 Tuesday.
NOV.. 6. 8:30-8:30. j. "Ru-
fus Thomas Presents" fea-
tures a glittering array of
America's :op black musical
stars.
Rufus Thomas, long-time
Memphis favorite floe' inter-
nationally famous, emcees
Sri- spec al, and pre,ents
guest stars Isaac Hayes,
Carla Thomas. .lean Knight.
and the Bar-Kays.
Rufus, singer, composer
and comedian, is the creato.:
of four internationally fa-
mous "dance" recordings:
"Welkin' the Dog," -Funky
Chicken," "The Ptraii &
Pull," and "The Break-
down." He performs two of
the hits, "Welkin' the Dog'
and "The Push & Pull," on
the Tv5 special.
Issac Hayes, whose rale-
nomenal p o p ularity has
earned him the title "Black
Iteseis7" is currently best
known fur his hit recording
of "Shaft," title tune from
the motion picture, for which
he wrote the score. liaye,
has released three albums
which kave sold more than
five million copies. The Tv5
special features his rendi—
tions of "Never Can Say '
Goodbye" and "Never Gon-
na Give You Up."
Carla T ho mem. Rufue
daughter, is a star In her
own right. Known as "Queen
of Soul," she has been fea-
tured on NBC's "Tonight
Show," "The Mike Douglas
Show " and is scheduled
to appear soon in a TV spt
cia I with Henry Maneini
Carla sings "Baby," "Leis-
Me," and, wits". R ufax.
"Night Time's the Right
Time."
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"MORTAL . . . . When Anaxagoras was told
Of the death of his son, he only said, "I knew he
*as mortal." So we in all casualties of life should
day, "I knew my riches were uncertain, that my
friend was just a man." Such considerations would
soon pacify us, because all our troubles proceed
trom their being unexpected." Plutarch.
Anniversary Celebration . . • 'Your Tri-State
Defender observes it's twentieth anniversary this
Ayeek and as we reflect over those years many many
names . . the late L. 0. Swingler, first editor, the late
14 Alex Wilson. who covered the Little Rock Nine
ciiisegregation case and was injured while doing so;
gditor Lutrelle Yalmer. who is now with a Chicago





Versia "Starr" McKinney, also in the Windy City who
wrote her "Terry Toons" for the femmes, Addle
(Mrs. C. S.) Jones, Emogene (Mrs. L. Alex) Wilson,
Majorie Iles Ulen, now in D. C., who were all my
predecessors and more who are all a part of your
newspaper.
LeMoyne-Owen Banquet. . . the success of the
United Negro College Fund Kick-Off Banquet can be
credited to the bold planning of LeMoyne's President,
Judge Odell Horton who dared to do the impossible.
The banquet was the first time LeMoyne had dared
to venture to .such heights. Judge Horton is giving
accolades to Chairman Mrs. James S. Byas, for the
Herculean effort she put forth for .the overwhelming
success of the banquet.
Dr. Hugh Gloster, forme, Memphian and graduate
of LeMoyne now President of Morehouse College was
the dynamic speaker.
On the Distaff Side . . . . Lanetha (Mrs. (;arner)
Branch 'feted the Aspasia Bridge club recently at her
home on South Wellington. The girls dined on a catered
dinner of grilled steaks, baked potatoes, green beans
almondine, and brandy ice for dessert.
Lanetha's prizes were all useful to milady in her
kitchen and winning them were Tommie Matthews,
Jacqueline Smith, Mary Franklin and guest Cynthia
Winfrey.
Other members present were Doris Hall, president;
Barbara Neal, Clarice Powell, Della Robinson, Linda
Isabel, Ethel Harrison and Billie Miles along with
guests Sarah Chanffier and Delores Lewis.
The Memphis Chapter Links, Inc., beckoned to the
call of Ruth (Mrs. Robert) Lewis, and Althea (Mrs.
Hollis F. Price and brought their mates to the Lewis-
es' home-on Vance Avenue.
Partaking of the warm hospitality was this group
of intimates. Alma and Phil Booth, Jewel and Jimmy
Hulbert, Julia and Dr. Leland Atkins, Orphelia and
Taylor-Green to exchange vows
Mr. and Mrs. Julius B.
Greene announce the engage-
ment of their clang:1...1er Fre-
da Antoinette to Mr. Ernest




VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE EMPLOYEE
Get Your Ballot 81 Full Details at Your Nearest Woolworth








Play in minutes! 12 chord
buttons, 37 treble keys. Vc.1-
time control. Foam cushion





Eosy-to-learn fun for the
a whole family! 37 treble keys.
12 chord buttons. 3 begin-






Plays 33-1/3, 45 RPM rec-
ords on batteries or elec-
tricity. Quality solid state







Records and plays from cassett•
cartridges. Built-in AC adaptor.









Hove great sound wherever you gal
Telescoping antenna tor good inside,
outside reception. Lightweight












Powerful portable radio in
lightest of weights! With ad-
justable antenna and wrist




You will get ornaringly clear sound
from this tiny radio at on amazingly
low, low pr,ce!
..1 WOOLWORTH'S Name 
E I WISH BONE Address
CONTEST Phone 
WOOL WM I' my IOC ft/n It &CC P 0 00 swan IN ANY WINPLWINITII
lOVII CM0.11,6••• 1.01.4100 Bock Oen" wi11 pi.• away. 11.20 lb. Turkey November 23rd
I NO PURCHASE NECESSARY • WINNER NEED NOT II PRESENT VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY 
LAW
▪ awootwomuememeoliewtoe mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm soiwtelimeenewres
.iftv SATISFACTION GUARANTEED-REPLACEMENT OR MONEY REFUNDED•••OP
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•.I-.,-.,  - • • I • • • 6.• 1•0 / • I J
.....11011101.1000
Tennessee. He is the son of
Mrs. Corinne Taylor and Mr.
Ernest Taylor of Jackson.
The bride•elect is a gradu-
ate of Hamilton High School,
where she was a Kappa Al-
pha Psi Debutante. She is
also a graduate of LeMoyne-
Owen College, where she
was president of Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha Sorority, editor of
the yearbook, and a mem-
ber of the Pan-Heileni..
Council and the Student Gov-
ernment Association. She is
presently working on her
master's degree at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee School
of Social Work in Nashville.
Miss Greene is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Franklin and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Greene
of Memphis.
Mr. Taylor is a graduate
of Merry High school in
Jackson. and attended Lane
College in Jackson. He ierv,
ed a tour of duty with the
Army in Vietnam, He is em-
ployed at Owen-Corning Fi-
berglass Company in Jack-
The prospective bride
iiroom is the grandson of Mr
Henry Griggs and the late
Mrs. Estella Griggs, and Mr.
and Mrs. George Spence:,
al! of Jacks4n.
The couple plans a
•rnanksgiving Day wedding
at St. Thomas Catholic
Church.
MAKES YOU LOOK










Open Monday Thru Saturday 930 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)





Hand Made Wigs $2995
SPECIAL
Wash & Wear Wigs










Dr. James S. Byes, Helen and Tom Hayes, Marion
and Dr. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. C. S. Jones, Johnetta
Kelso with Atty. A. A. Lading, Margaret and D.
Frederick A. Rivers, Jewel and Dr. Oscar Speight,
Jr., Mrs. W. H. Young, Frances and Judge B. 'L.
Hooks, Maria and Dr. Charles Pinkston and Katie
and Dr. Linkwood Williams.
And Marian (Mrs. Thomas) Pride rolled out the
rich red carpet of hospitality to her co-hosts in the
SKC Bridge club. Marian gifted the winners with els,
gant gifts and the girls dined on a scrumptiot.oly
catered supper of roast beef, stuffed potatoes, squash
casserole, string beans, hot rolls, coffee and a brandy
coupe for dessert.
Luxriating in the fabulous evening were Gert
Walker who captured first prize, a green cast iron
convertible gourmet pot; Alma (Mrs. Phil) Booth,
capturing second prize, gleaming steak knives; Minnie
Mae (Mrs. Emmitt) Woods, claiming a colorful salt
and pepper set; and guest prize winners Ethel (Mrs.
Marvin) Tarpley, garnering a unique coffee cup tree
which also had cake plates; and Aretta (Mrs. Fleming)
Polk, a crystal pickle jar.
Other members playing the ever fascinating game
of bridge were Louise Davis, Harriet (Mrs. Claiborne)
Davis, Melba (Mrs. Lonnie) Briscoe, Juanita (Mrs.
John R. Jr.,) Arnold, Mildred (Mrs. Oscar) Crawford,
Charlesteen Miles, Mary (Mrs. Jack) Roberts, along
with guests, Joyce (Mrs. Howard) Pinkston, Vernita
Doggett, and Catherine (Mrs. H. H.) Johnson.
Harriett (Mrs. A. Maceo) Walker, was the lone
member absent due to the illness of her sister Lucille
IA Matthews in Chicago.
Dot (Mrs. Walter) Evans tried her culinary skill
and came up with a delicious dinner for the members
of J. U. G. S., Inc., at her elaborate South Parkway,
East home.
Responding to the bide were Nedra (Mrs. James)
Smith, Gerri (Mrs. Bill) Little, Sarah (Mrs. Horace)
Chandler, Norma (Mrs. Leon) Griffin, Helen (Mrs.
Longino, Jr.) Cooke, Marie Bradford, and Ann (Mrs.
O'Ferrell) Nelson.
Other members of the social organization who-
are well known for their charitable endeavors are
Hester (Mrs. A. D.) Miller, Pearl (Mrs. John) Gordon,
Josephine (Mrs. Anderson) Bridges and Joan (Mrs.
Johnnie) Johnson.
Chit Chat. . . . Josephine (Mrs. Arthur T.) Bennett
is‘ co-author of a Biology text book. "Me and My
Environment", for slow students. A teacher in the
Memphis City Schools System she is . the wife of
State and County Prosecuting Attorney Bennett.
The book is to be tested in the County schools
this month.
Congrats. to. .Carl Johnson on his election to the
Board of Education, he and Maxine (Mrs. Vasco A.
Jr.) Smith, and Atty. George Brown, will be an out-




for 20 Years of Service
to Memphis!
downtown • union ave. • whitehaven
jDOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2065 i
WHITEHAVEN • 4279 HWY. 51 S. • 398-0064
shop whitehaven mon. and thur. 'tit 8 p.m.
fashion specialists
in sizes 18 to 60






• figure flattering skimmer
• soft, supple orlon acrylic
bonded to acetate
• velvet banding vivid with
bright embroidery
• your marvelous party-goer
to set the holiday pace
• black or red
Mail orders: please add
750 postage and sales tax
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Airman First Class Harold
Hill of 1555 MissL•sippi
Wyd., Memphis, is on duty
at .Ubon Royal Thai AFB.
:;Airman Hill, son of Mrs.
Alma V. Hill, is an adult:1i-
1trative specialist assigned
fer a unit of the Pacific Air
Forces. PACAF is hindquar
tars for air operation, in
S9Utkeest Asia, the Far East
and Pacific area. Befcere his
airival in Thailand, he serv-
ed. at Laughlin AFB, Tex.
The airman is a 1968 grad-




, R. A, MARIS, Jr.
Airman R. A. Maria Jr.,
son of R. A. Mari:, of 1589
Utile, Memphis, has receiv-
ed-his first U. S. Air Force
duty assignment after coin-
Pleting basic training at
'Ackland AFB, Tex. The air-
man has been assigned to a
of the Tactical Air Coin-
mand at Shaw AFB, S.C., for
;raining and duty as a fuels
stiecialist. Airman Mari; is




;Airman Charles E. Reese,
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Reese of 393 W. Mitchell rd.,
Memptis, has received his
first U. S. Air Force duty
4ssignment after completing
basic training at Lackland
-IFB, Tex. The airman has
teen assigned to a unit of
the Strategic Air Command
4t. Fairchild AFB, Wash., for
ltiaining duty as a food serv-
es specialist. Airman
geese is a 1970 graduate of
Mitchell High School a n d
attended Memphis State Uni-
tersity.
• JACK RUSSELL
Airman First Class Jack
p. Russell Jr . son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack D. Ruzsell of
1525 Humber St., Memphis.
as graduated Lowry Ant
Coto . from the technical
training course for U. S. Air
rorce munitions mainte-
lance specialists.
7, Airman Russell, now quail-
tied to inspect, assemble and
dispose of explosive. muni-
tions, is being assigned to
4eymour Johnson AFB, N.C.
tie will serve with a unit of
Cie Tactical Air Command
whieL provides combat units
tor air support of U. S.
around forces.
't The airman is a 1970 grad-
:late of Southside High
$ehool.
• TERMITES • ROAtHES
• RATS end FLEAS
























Airman Larry J. Peterson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Nemiah
Peterzon of 1319 Texas
Court, Memphis, has receiv-
ed his first U. S. Air Force
duty assignment after com-
pleting basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. The
airman has been assigned
to a unit of the Strategic Air
Command at Fairetild AFB,
Wash., for training and duty
in the supply field. Airman
Peterson is a 1971 gradu-




son of Mrs. Earline Beard
of 868 Fourth, Memphis,
Tenn., has received his first
U. S. Air Force duty as-
Anment after completing
basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex. The airman kas
been assigned to a unit of
the Tactical Air Command
at Shaw AFB, S. C. for
training and duty in the sup-
ply field. Airman Beard at-
tended Booker T. Washing-
ton High School. His w if e,
Betty, is the daughter of





daughter ef Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Richard of 1335 Ken-
tucky st., Memphi s, has
graduated at Keesler AFB,
Miss., from the U. S. Air
Force administrative spe-
cialist course.
The airman is now profi-
cient in the preparation of
Air Force correspondence
Airman Richard is a 1970
and reports.
graduate of Carver H
School.
JEROLD L. DAVIS
Coast Guard Seaman AP-
prentice Jerold L. Davis,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Y. Davis of 2129 Benford at.,
Memphis, has graduated
from recruit training at the
Coast Guard Training and
Supply Cente r, Alameda,
Calif.
He is a 1971 graduate of
George Washington Carver
High School, Aremphis.
Airman Earl Moore, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Moore of 1379 Washington
ave., Memphis, Tenn., has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He has
been assigned to Sheppard
APB, Tex_ for training in
aircraft maintenance. Air-
man Moore is a 1971 gradu-
ate of Tecknical High
School.
FLOYD L. SHAW
Navy Seaman Floyd L.
Shaw, son of Mrs. Clara L.
Shaw of 1318 Strsndridge st..
Memphis, Tenn., is aboard
the replenishment tanker
USS Milwaukee which parti-
cipated in 0...e NATO Strike
Fleet Exercise Royal Knight
in the Eastern Atlantic.
The seven-day exercise
which ended (Oct. 4) includ-
ed 35 warships and 200 air-
craft from Canada, the
United Kingdom, .Norway,
the Netherlands and the .
United States.
GEORGE OVERTON
Marine Sgt George W.
Overton Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Overton of 711
N Second St., Memphis,
Tenn., is in the Mediter-
ranean with the Second
Marine Division, homebased
at Camp Lejeune, N. C.
He Is part of Landing
Force Mediterranean which
will be aboard several ships
of the U S. Sixth Fleet while
deployed.
DENNIS A. KINNEY
Navy Airmen Dennis A.
Kinney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Darrow D. Kinney of 1316
Elkwood. Memphis, Tenn.,
has sailed for the Western
Pacific aboard the attack
aircraft ca.-tier USS Con-
stellation, homeportecl in San
Diego.
PAUL P. GREEN
Navy Petty Officer Sec-
ond Class Paul P Green, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Putnam H.
Green of 565 Stanley Cove,
Memphis, Tenn., *es sailed
In' the Western Pacific







Airman James E. Green
Jr., nephew of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Brow nof 204 W. Nor-
wood, Memphis. has com-
pleted basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He has
been assigned to Sheppard
AFB, Tex., for training in
aircraft maintenance. A i r-
man Green is a 1971 gradu-
ate of Fairley Higilt. School.
JAMJF.S DRAKE
Navy Petty Officer Second
Class James E. Drake, son
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Drake
of 328 Lucy ave., Memphis,
Tenn.. has sailed for the
Western Pacific aboard the
attack aircraft carrier USS
Conitellation, homeported in
San Diego.
Turn on the pure love
helps you do it better
For your family only the lightest cakes, the flakiest
piecrust the crispest chicken, the sunniest salads
Foods lust naturally light up with flavor, when you
make or bake or try with kiumKo. Choose the quality
brand-the light digestible one-tor the ones you love
Pure vegetable oil
polyunsaturated — in the shatterproot borne





Airman Sidnely L. Shi-
nault, son of Mrs. Grace Shi-
rtault of 294 C Dixie M a 11,
Memh sitting .a t La c
AFB, Tex. He has been as-
signed to Keesler AFB,
MIAs., for training in the ad-
ministrative field. Airman
Shinault, a 1970 graduate of
Northside High School, at-




James E. Grantham, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Grantham of 471 Ellsworth,
Memphis, Tenn., has grad-
uated from recruit training





Charles R. Galloway, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ftank Gallo-
way Sr., 2489 Staten ave.,
Memphis, has graduated at
Lowry AFB, Colo., from
the U. S. Air Force missile
instrumentation meeta ni c
course.
The airman, who learned
to measure guided missile
performance with electronic
equipment, is being assign-
ed to Beale AFB, Calif., for
duty with a unit of the Stra-
tegic Air Command, Ameri-
ca's nuclear deterrent force
of long range bombers.
Airman Galloway, a 1969




Airman Charles G. Wil-
liams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
011ie C. Williams of 1320
Hyde Park, Memphis has
received his first U. S. Air
Force duty assignment
after completing basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex.
The airman has been assign-
ed to a unit of the Tactical
Air Command at EnglancU
AFB, La., for training and
duty in the supply field.




Navy Seaman Gary D.
Tucker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
(1.• Wonyitahdakioni,
TRI-STATE DEFENDER '
20 YEARS SERVICE TO THE TRI-STATE AREA
TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAiN - 386 BEALE - 1357 N. HOLLYWOOD I•
L. D. Willoughby of 703-C
Sommerville, Memphi s,
Tenn., has graduated from




The Officers and Members of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
Congratulate
The Tri-State Defender
on their 20th Anniversary
Arcuate Jones, Basfkus
Rasa Sias, First A ntl.Basileus
Lillian Stoke; Grammateus
Annie L. Fnuier, Anti.Grammaileus
Marguerite Cox, Tantios
Rutha Pegues, Tarnias•Grammat,
Mary L Childers, Phylac ter
Velma McChrimon, A ntipokrittis
Bertha F Ray, Epistoleus
Rosetta Pr tenon, Associate Regional Director














1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN) EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
PEN MCLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week evadable for your favorite charityl
fresh ground HAMBURGER
Patties
63c3Ib. pkg. or more
OSCAR MAYER
CHILI WITH BEANS 25*
3- LIMIT 15Y, OZ. CAN
FRED MONIES! 3 LIMIT
BREAD 220
SANDWICH LOAF 24-0Z.
RONCO ITALIAN STYLE 2- LIMIT
SPAGHETTI 1163 KCIGZ: 190
KRAFT PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE 290
3-LIMIT 8 OZ. PKG.
DELTA SLICEDWITH SUGAR 10 OZ.
STRAWBERRIES
FRE H F • I EN 3-LIMIT1=
SHORTENING




2 Lb. Bag 79
SALT
MEAT
tint cut lb. 115*












Prices In the ad Ofective noon, Nov. 10th midnight thru









PEPSI COLAS CTN. 8 - 16 OZ. 690
PLUS DEP,
LIPTON
TEA BAGS 100 CT. $1.09
RICELAND PLUMP TENDER GRAIN
RICE 160Z.BOX 2/29*








3 LIMI1 LB 250
BAKERS ANGEL CAKE
COCOANUT 14 OZ. BAG 490
VLASIC
KRAUT QT. 290
3 LBS CRISCO OIL 39
3 LBS. HUMKO 29t
OR 24 OZ. CRISCO OIL (151
SAVEFREDMONTESI
-
3 LBS. CRISCO OIL 35c
3 LBS. HUMKO 29'
OR 24 OZ. CRISCO OIL 050
With coupoii and $5.00 additional pur-
chase. Including vale* of coupon merciless.
di,. (Fresh milk products, anti-freeze, Tar.
keys and tobacco also excluded In compil-
anc• with state law.) Coupon esnlnts
Wednesday noon, Nov. 17th.
On• Coupon Per Family PO/ W.1.11.
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SOME ARE LIKE THAT
On Your Radio Dial





























bsi EU.. I'LL. TELL, YQU. 'THEY'LL GROw LbP) 
TA a-os,FAt.l.
( LOVE,' GE T MARaieD) HAVE,
(..HILOP.EN)_NJO -rHEA START
ASKi140 cOOL, QUESTIoNS
ABOUT T. CiOTLOME Of




The city Federation plans
a coffee hour with Mrs. 'Lana
Wareas president, and Mrs.
1.aBlanche Jacks-on the
chairman. The affair, to be
held the second Sunday in
November, from 4-6 p.m. in
tLe Lelia Walker Clubhouse
promises to be an important
evening for all as the clubs






Lines in Service Mon.-FRI., from 11AM To 1 PM
1070
The Station Where SERVICE made us No. 1
with YOU as YOU are with US.
100% Blended Scotch Whiskies. 86.8 Proof.
 Imported by SOMERSET IMPORTERS, 
LTD., New York, N.V.


































21. Ilmucl holder 37. Mudd*
23. Greet 3A Ribbon belt
26. Contract 39. Mark of injury
27. Hoist 40. Advances
28. Either , 42. Most solid
29. Clumsy boat 45. Possess
30. Stop • 46. Aom;c1
31. Wornen's name 48.
32. Second note
33. Bonded servant 49' Plead
34. Summer drinks 50. Bui
lding spots
35. Provide learning 51. Piece
DOWN













16. Part of plant
IS. Dress trinwning





















TAURUS (Apr 21 - May 211: A line,
progressive day for most Taureans.
Those who were born early evening
are likely to encounter obstacles, how-
GEMINI ;May 22 Jun 211: Money
seems to be giving you a headache.
People under your sign are apt to
buy what they fancy without con-
sulting their budget first.
CANCER (Jun 22 - Jul 231: A good
day for enjoyment, travel, parties,
and most social life, but work trends
are not so good. A parcel in the
pool agltIsind1( ccaz stedn.ou  " rnr, 
031
are not very good today on any
front. Only by careful planning, diplo-
macy, and restraint can you hope for
any kind of satisfaction. Good 
neves
from a distance indicated.
VIRGO I Aug 24 - Sep 23): G
ood
conditions for buying today, and 
you
should find really attractive It
ems at
a reasonable price. A book 
you read
will give you plenty to think 
about.
LIBRA (Sep 24 - Oct 231: A fr
iend
will have an intriguing idea 
for bring-
ing new Interests into your 
life. If
you follow the advice given 
you could
achieve much There are some
 sign.
of tiredness.
SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov 22,, A
personal problem will continue to give
you trouble until you tackle it 
fear-
lessly and firmly. You have 
only to
ask an older person for hel
p and
you'll get it generously.






and 27,000 debutante balls.





SAGITTARIUS Nov 33 - Dec 20i .
A nice compliment will be paid you
by a member of the opposite sex
A busy day indicated, with several
extra jobs to be done before you
can relax.
CAPRICORN (Dec 21 - Jan 200'
Sporting events favoured. Those who
like games should have great fun .
Not a good day for travel - there
are likely to be hitches maul delays.
ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr 20): An extra
spurt in any kind of work could
bring tig results. You may have
trouble ins getting rid of • persistent
salesman.
AQUARIUS tJan 21 - Feb 19), Your
strenuous efforts on behalf of a friend
should now yield results. Those en-
gaged in business may not bring off
Use big deal they anticipator!. Group
activities favoured this evening.
PISCES (Feb 20 - Mar 201: A friend
may irritate you with silly talk. 
Guard
against accidents in the hom
e. A
favourite hobby will brin g c
ontent-
ment tonight.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY: N7ou 
should
have a good year. onc
e the first
two months are over. 
Prokilems will
be solved, and you'll 
get a lot of
help with a new 
project. Social life
is pleasing and yo
ur popularity will
Increase. People at work 
are likely








ful thought from th
e mind
and heart of a 
poet; unfor-
tunately, in the dev
eloping
countries, the gifts bequeath
-
ed to children are more often
than not, disease, malnutri-
tion, illiteracy, and hopeless-
ness. UNICEF's goal is to
give all the world's children
the gift of a happy childhood












10:00 Sale Of Century
10:30 ii.„( square*
11:00 Jeopardy
11,30 Who. What or Where
12:00 On-Scene N•w•
15:30 Three On A Match











7 20 Miss Game Is Fish
7:30 The Lewis Family
8:75 Religioua News
5::.,U The Florida Boys






3.30 Meet The Press
1 00 The Dream
5 00 l'he Lange Cup
5-30 NBC News
6 00 On-The-Scene News
6:30 Tile World Of Disney
7:30 Hour° Stewart
0.00 Boaansa
9.00 The Bold Ones
10:00 can-she-Scene News
10:30 Fact. To Face
11.30 Rollfn'on the River





6 00 NBC Nightly News
6 30 Let's Make A Deal
7 00 The Snow Goose
8 00 Dames At Sea
9 00 Festival at Ford's
10:00 On The Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show




6,00 NBC Nightly Newe
6:30 Ironside
7,30 Surge
8,30 The Fnnny Side
9:30 Doctor In House
10:09 On.the-Scene New.
10:30 The Tonight Show







9:00 Rod Serling's "Night
Gallery"
10:00 On•The-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show









10-30 Tne Tonight Show








10:00 On-The Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 Midnight Movie





6-50 The Mid-South. Fa r m er
7M Dr. Golittle
7 30 Woody Woodpecker
8 00 Deputy Dawg
0:30 Pink Panther
9 00 Barrier Reef
.30 Take A Step
10:30 The Bugaloos






3 30 Alfred Hitchcock
4.00 Rhodes Show
4 30 Wilburn Bros.





7-30 The Good Life
800 Saturday Night Movie
10:00 On The Scene News
10:30 TV-5 Movie
















Keeps An Eye On Memphis
wee















10:30 Love Of Life





1:00 Love le .
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm







7730 What Is Your Faith
8,00 Tom And Jerry
8:30 Groovy Cloolles
9:00 Day Of Discovery
9:30 Look Up And Liy•
10:00 Camera Three
10:30 Face The Nation
11,00 Early Movie
12:30 Robin Hood
1:30 Bill Battle Show
2:30 Orleans vs San Fr•n,
6:00 Juvenile Jury
6,30 Sunday Night Moyle
8,30 Gade's County
9:30 Stand Up And Cheer
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:15 'CBS News
10:30 Late Movie
12:15 Miss State Play Backs
12:45 With This Ring





630 To Tell The Truth
7 00 Liunsmoke
8.00 Here's Lucy
8:30 Doris Day Show
9:00 My Three Sons
9,30 Arnie
10:00 Ten O'clock Nevem
10:30 Late Movie








10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie




6,00 I Love Lucy
6:30 To Tell The Truth
7.00 Carol Burnett Show
8:00 Medical Center
9:00 Mannix
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie




6.30 To Tell The Truth
700 The Bearcats
8.00 CBS Movie
10700 Ten O'Clock New.
10:30 Late Movie




6:30 To Tell The Truth
7:00 The Chicago Teddy
Bears
7:30 Last Days Of Dillinger
8.30 CBS Friday Night
Movie
10:00 Ten O'clock News
10:30 Late Movie









8,30 The Hair Bear Bunch





11:30 You Are There







7:00 All In The Family
7 -30 Funny Face
8:00 Dick Van Dyke Show
8 30 Mary Tyler Moore
Show
9:00 Mission Impossible



























3:00 Love American Style
3.30 Timmie & Lassie









8:30 Christ la Armee,







12:30 Ole Mie, Ftbl.
1:00 Wagon Train




10.45 This Is Your We
1115 Eyewitness News
11:45 College Ftbl. '71





7:00 Nanny & Prof
7:30 NCAA Preview
800 Green Bay vs Atlanta
10.45 Eyewitness News
1115 Bill Dance
11 45 Sports Challenge

















9 00 Man And The City
10:00 Eyewitness News





6 00 Daniel Boone




10:30 Wild Wild West
11 30 Dick Cavett
1 00 Nightcap News
FRIDAY
NOV. 19




8 30 Odd Couple
9-00 Lone American Style
10 00 Eyewitness 'News












11 -00 Little RISC•I
11.30 Wrestling
1.00 Wide World Of Sports
2 30 UCLA vs USC
0.00 Talent Party
6.30 Black Perspective
7 -00 Notre Dame vs L.8.13.





1.00 Toy That Grew Up
2115 Journey
2:30 To Be Announced
3:00 Navy Film Of Week
3:30 Insight
4,00 Olympic Boy
5:00 Shelby County Schools
5:30 Performance
6:00 Civilisation





2.45 Sing Hi Sing Lo
3:00 All Aboard




6:00 The Electric Company
6,30 Memphis Campaign '71






2.45 Sing Hi Sing Lo
3:00 All Aboard




S0 The Electric Company
6:30 Channel 10 Travels
Masquerade
7:30 The Advocates










6:00 The Electric Company
6:30 Channel 10 Travels
7:00 The French Chef
7:30 This Week





2 45 Sing HI Sing Lo
-00 All Aboard
3 30 MSU Workshop
4.00 What's New
4:30 Sesame Street
5 30 Mister Roger
8:00 The Electric Company
6 30 Channel 10 Travels
7-SO Thirty Minutes With
730 Week In Review
0.00 Hollywood Theatre










6.00 The Electric Company
-30 Channel 10 TraveLs














5:2. 3. 3Mtdins 8:45 Jr. Etch Science
(5.0 9:15 Art (5, 5)
9:40 Sete-n.5* 9,35 Art (4)
1000 Sne 21e0,10 10:00 "."le nlectric
Con2an: Con-sen.7
10,50 &lance (5) 10:50 Jr. Hi Sc. (,--)
10:91 Selene° (5) 11:00 Frinary Arts
11:10 Soienota (5) 12:30. Art (5, r
11:30 Sesame Street 121.̀.0 3.31.••••
12:30 Runic (1) 1115 Jr. I° 3e. (r) '
12:50 Eusio (4) s45. (1.7)
1:10 2115 (r)
1:50 liusic (2, 3)
1(50 'Science (1,
2:10 Art (5)
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Black clairvoyant
In 1994 Blacks will have
separated from whites, t he
United States will be de-
loryed by wa r and fire,
and a new "regime of lib-




and astrologer Jertha Love
make these predictions on
N'ET's "Black Journal' as
the E m my -aford-winning
series reports on these oc-
cult sciences in relation to
the present Black perspec-
tive. The program, "The
Black Psychics," will be
seen on Channel 10, Tuesday,
Nevember 16 at 8:30 p. m.
Mis. Cosby also predicts
fiat if President Nixon is
re-elected he will not serve
out the four years. This may
be due to an illness which,
according to her, he is pres-
ently treating. "But I also
see a dark horse," she
adds; "someone we don't
know right now who will
come up in the presidential
election."
She also forsees t hat
"Japan is very restless" and
that there may be another
"but different kind of war."
The pola rity between
Blacks and whites — which
Love predicts for 1994 — is
in process today. As do
other Blacks, he finds in
astrology a reaffirmation of
Blackness and a the Struggle
for freedom. The polarity
can be seen in "this cry of
Black power and their state-
ment that they are no longer
going to be oppressed. . . It
is a natural process which
is in keeping witL, the uni-
on WKNO
versal laws. . . of nature as
we know it," says Love.
"All things separate. To say
it Biblically, it is a separat-
ing of the wheat from the
chaff."
Considering polarity to he
a natural phenomenon, Love
feels that Black people
"s)iould not straddle any
issues. . . They should take
the side of identifying them-
selves with the cause o
freedom."
After r e-evaluating the
precepts of astrology, Love
has di scovered that the
future of Black people is
guided by the sign of Can-
cer — the sign of ,civilization
— which is ruled by the
phases and movement of
the moon. "Therefore, the
moon is the Black man's
star to follow. It is the only
Greater St. Mathews
to crown new queen
The crowning of "M i s s
Greater St. Matthews" is an
annual event scheduled on
the fourth Sunday in No-
vember. The originator of
this occasion is Mr. W. D.
Buckley. He sponsors the
program and events lead-
ing up to this occasion each
year.
The qualifying contestants
must be members of the
Greater St. Matthews Bap-
tist Church. The contestant
who successfully acquires
the largest amount of funds
would receive the crown.
The first young lady to
Attention Churches
The Tri-State Defender seeks all news from church
organizations wishing publicity for their various
social functions It shall not he the poliey of this
paper to fis a charge on will% iduals or groups
seeking publication for such publicity Our re.
quest is that news be typed double-spaced whenever
possible as handwriting is occasionally illegible,
and that copy be submitted by Thursday of each
week for the next edition. Pictures of individuals
or ,small groups are welcomed also at no charge
and will be used at the earliest convenience. We
cannot guarantee publication or return of any copy
or pictures, but we will try to serve you ... the
community ...
hold this title was Bernice
Davis. Her crown was be-
stowed upon her in 1968. Her
competitors at that time
were Miss Ka,Iie Williams
and Miss Marva Moore. In
1969 Miss Davis crowned
Miss Helen Hull as the fol-
lowing title holder. Her com-
petitor was Miss Mary Wil-
lis. In 1970 Miss Hull pass-
ed her crown to Miss Snow-
die Lewis. Miss Lewis' com-
petitor was Miss Joyce Mc-
Culley. This year's contest-
ants for the crown are Miss
Barbara Locke and Miss
Diane Hodges.
This year's ceremony will
be held at the Sheraton Mo-
tor Inn at 889 Union ave.,
Sunday, November 28, at
4:00 p.m. Along with the
ceremony will be a fashion
show.
Such designers as M r s.
Unis of Memphis, Mrs. Eu-
nice Bruce, Mrs. Mattie
Brown and Mrs. Eugene
Taylor along with others
will display their array of
dress fashions and h a t
wear.
star in the Heavens that has
no light of its own. . . and
is known as being rather
mystical, sensitive, change-
able, mutable, that is taking
on the characteristics of any-
thing it come into contact
with."
Miss Cosby and Love
agree that the Black man's
"star" — the moon — i s
beginning to show favoritism
to the Black man. "The
Black man is rising up
slowly (and) he will rise up,
not to take away from oil:-
world, but to give our world
something."
Love c'tes the racism
practiced by white astrolo-
gers and notes btat the sign
of Pisces has been errone
ously attributed to Black
people. "It is a sign o f
regret, s e If-undoing, and
sorrow. . . and this might
be one of the reasons that
they have assigned it to the
Black people," he says.
Love also points to the Pope
and cardinals as master as-
trologers, noting that the
most valuable collection of




Anita Denise Robloaea, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Coleinan: Cynthia Elaine Perkins, daughter of Mr. and
A. H. Perkins; Carol Owens, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Le-
on Owens and Larry (Rip) Rile, son of Mrs. Corine Riley




the future of black people in
the United States — and in
global civiliattion—..vill be
explored on Black Journal




You are invited to hear J.
Sig Paulson, minister of
Unity Village Chapel at Uni-
ty's World-Wide Headquart-
ers. He is an internationally
known author, lecturer and
J. PAULSON
philosopher. He will speak at
the Unity Center of M e m-
phis, 1062 S. Wellington. Sun-
day, Nov. 14 at 11:00 a.m.
J. Sig Paulson is an arti-
culate and enthusiastic
spokesman for the divine po-
tential in every man, wom-
an, boy and girl. He has
lectured extensively in Great
Britain, the European conti-
nent, Africa, the West In-
dies, South America,
Australia, and New Zealand,
as well as throughout the
United States and Canada.
Right now where you are,
you can begin to be a more
wonderful, more radiant,
more powerful, more suc-
cessful, more Christ-like per-
it. Come and hear J. Sig
Paulson and experience a
new awakening to your di-
vine potential.











family store and food center
0
*1 112 A-43




second start, instant picture,
Instant sound. Front mounted
on 3" speaker. VHF fine
tuner. (AN229)
109.95
Ideal 7" screen for personal view-
ing. Glare free picture tube. Can
be plugged In or operated on
batteries. (TV740). •
ill
Reporitng on "The Black
Psychics," the Emmy-win-
ning PBS series will broad-
cast interviews with clair-
voyant Lillian Cosby and
astrologer Jertha Lave.
In the political realm,
Miss Cosby will forecast the
future of President Nixon,
Japan, and world civiliza-
tion.
Love will conceren him-
self with the probable state
of black-white relations in
the 1990's, according to his
reading of the constellations
— which does not always
agree with that of white
astrologers.
Black Journal is a produc-
tion of NET Division, Edu-
cational B:oadcasting Cor-




who call themselves "liff;
BOOM" will set the beatI
for "Soul!" Nov. 17 at 9:00I
on Channel 10
Also featured on the Pub-I
lic Broadcasting Service
Program will be vocalist'
Bobby Hebb, and The Per-
suasions.
Best known of the M'
BOOM drummers is Max
Roach, who appeared with











19" screen. Set and forget tuning,
Instant picture, instant- sound.
Slide level control. Walnut
grain metal cabinet. Cart Is.
included in the price.
•••
ly being produced by the Memphis State University Thea-
tre. Performances begin at 8:30 p.m. in the auditorium of
Memphis State's Drama Building. "Tommy" may be seen




After S:iort Training Period
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST
NURSES AIDE
is NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
• FROM 17 TO 55 YRS. OLD
• NO EDUCATION RESTRICTIONS
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE TRAINING




Buy U. S. Bonds
Ow your J.C.Poonoy cord -,.
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P SA
Sports Artist views black church history
Horizon
By BILL LITTLE
Homecoming at Memphis State last week en
ded on
a sour note. The worst football 
weather of the season
and a talented Houston grid mach
ine put a damper
on the festivities for the MSU Alu
mni. Houston, par-
laying the skills of quarterback 
Gary Mullins and
record smashing ground gainer Bob New
house, played
an almost flawless game as the 
Cougars methodically
ripped Memphis State, 35-7, before 10,132 
loyal rooters
who braved the elements. The icy wind 
had just about
driven most of the small turnout hom
e by the time
Darnell Harris pulled in a 29 yard pa
ss from John
Robinson for the touchdown which helped t
o avert the
first shutout of a Mal team in 53 
games. Harris
scored in the last minute of play.
NEWHOUSE UNSTOPPABLE
Houston established its superiOrity early 
in the
onesided contest. The Cougars put the ba
ll in play
after the opening kickoff and 12 plays later
 had taken
a 7-0 lead. Mullins scored the tou
chdown with a two
yard charge off tackle after a great 
fake by New-
house, who finished the night with 111 
net yards,
later scored on touchdown gallops of 25 
and 12 yards.
Newhouse had 93 yards as Houston breeze
d to a 20-0
halftime lead. Newhouse is closing in on Pau
l Gip-
son's team record of 1500 yards in a 
single season.
The senior electrical engineering major
. who was al-
most killed in a pre-season automobile
 accident last
year, has gained 1207 yards rushing to help 
Houston
post a 6-2 record. The Cougars return to 
the Astro-
dome to play their remaining three games
 with Vir-
ginia Tech, Miami and Utah. Having topped
 100 yards
rushing in 13 of his last 14 games Newhouse 
should
replace Gipson as Houston's all time ball 
carrier.
Houston. losers to Alabama and Arizona 
State,
both nationally ranked, has great offensive 
balance.
Mullins completed eight passes for 203 yard
s. He loft-
ed a 40 yarder to Pat Orchin for the C
ougars' second
touchdown in the second quarter. Orchin ha
d six
catches for 166 yards. Riley Odoms. who cam
e into the
game with 29 catches and the favorite r
eceiver of
Mullins pulled in only two passes for the 
victors.
D. C. Nobles. who was tutored at tough L
uftkin.
Texas by Houston's black coach Elmer Redd. 
played
most of the second half at quarterback givi
ng Mullins
a rest. Nobles, known as a great passer 
after a great
high school career and a record setting 
freshman
campaign last year. had played only 14 minutes 
before
last week. Nobles led Houston all black 
backfield to
two touchdowns with "Puddin" Jones getti
ng the last
six pointer for Houston on a five yard run
.
The setback didn't bother MSU Coach Billy M
urphy
as much as some of the previous Tigers lo
sses. "We
got beat by a better football team but better 
execution
on our part might have made things more 
interesting
against Houston," Murphy remarked. Memphis
 State
can still pick up the MVC crown with a 
win over
North Texas State this afternoon (Saturday) i
n Me-
morial Stadium. The Tigers are 3-1 in the 
Valley
while the Mean Green from Denton has a ma
rk of
2-1. The MVC winner gets a trip to the Pas
adena
Bowl. A victory would be a big lift for a team 
which
has faced all kinds of adversity. The Tigers ca
n sal-
vage a .500 season with conquests over NTS a n
 d
Kansas State.
Pretty Sandra Price, the new homecoming queen,
v.as introduced with her court at halftime of t 
h e
MSU-Houston game. It marked the second consecutive
year that the student body at MSU had chosen a black
student to reign during homecoming week.
PROS RICH ROOKIE
Johnny Neumann, the big gunner from his junior
high school days to leading the nation in scorin
g as a
sophomore at Ole Miss last season, is having troub
le
adjusting to sitting on the bench for the Me
mphis
Pros. Neumann signed a big bonus contract with t
he
Pros last spring. In the pre-season and some 
of the
earl- ABA regular season contest Neumann has
 shown
flatonas of his potential, however, in recent 
games
Coach Babe McCarthy has seen fit to play 
Neumann
in spots and not at all in some games. Neumann
 hasn't
been hitting for the respectable average and 
his de-
fense has always been questionable.
Last week the Pros played Indiana and beat t
he
Pacers with Larry Cannon and Bobby Warren 
manning
the guard positions. Starting for the Pacers 
was Rick
Mount one of the most celebrated athletes in 
Indiana
history. Mount sat out most of the games an
d saw
limited action in his rookie season last year. 
Neumann,
most observers will tell you. has all the tools 
to be-
come an outstanding pro player but the fiery 
competi-
tor will have to develop patience and play 
the game
with the we concept.
The Pros picked up the teanri's first road 
victory
with an overtime win over the Virginia S
quires last
Saturday night in Richmond. The 122-121 wi
n over the
Squires came after the Pros dropped an 
overtime game
to New York 129-117 the night before.
Artis Gilmore, who drew raves last week here
 in
a Kentucky win over the Pros, was sch
eduled to make
his second Memphis appearance when t
he Colonels
took on Denver in the first ABA doublebill h
ere earlier
in the week. The second half of the sho
w had the
Pros going against Utah.
Carl Fuller, the 6-9 center received from t h e
Floridians in the Craig Raymond trade. was waived
by the Pros without seeing action. Now it 
is apparent
that the key to the trade was simply dumping Raymo
nd
who had become disgruntled with the Pros.
A unique publishing ven-
ture. the joint effort of six
black deoomioations to tell
in paintings and in text of
the undergirding part played
by the black church in the
total history of the Civil
Rights movement in this
country, will be released in
January 1972.
Researched, written and
edited entirely by blacks,
and entitled "The Story of
CIVIL RIGHTS as seen by
the Black Church in Amer
ica," the finished product
will consist of twenty large
multi-colored paintings, in
beautiful reproduction, and a
64 page fact and resource
filled booklet.
The purpose of this Civil
Rights packet is summed up
in a statement of Dr. C. D.
Coleman, Executive Secre-
tary, General Board of Chris-
tian Education, Christian
Methodist Episcopal Church,
who served as Editor-in-
Chief for the project. Dr.
Coleman states, "This pack-
et is our effort to tell our
youth what their church.
their forefathers. their
preachers and servants of
God — unprepared as they
might have been — have
done Whet hes been accom-
plished toward righting the
wrongs influcted on all per-
sons of color has been ac-
complished in this country
because of the integrity and
dedication of Christians who
believe in Him."
The Researcher-Writer for
this 'Civil Rights booklet is
Dr. Joseph Thomas Durham,
Associate Dean, College of
Education, Illinois State Uni-
versity, Normal, Illinois, Dr.
Durham serves on the
writing committee for the
State of Illinois Curriculum
Guide on Afro-American His-
tory, and on the Advisory
Committee on Equal Educa-
tional Opportunity for the
Superintendent of Public In-
struction, State of Illinois.
His writings have appeared
in many university and na-
tional educational journals,
as well as in the youth de-
partment materials of his
own denomination, the Unit-
ed Holy Church of Amer-
ica, Inc.
The paintings were dope
by James Joseph, a free-
lance artist from Chicago,
Illinois, who became person-
ally involved in the Martin
Luther K i ng, Jr., civil
rights campaign in Chicago
and Cicero, Illinois. He also
was closly identified with
the work and vision of the




The content of tfie packet
is divided into three parts:
Days Without qrreedom,
'1619-1863; Freedom Without
Power, 1863-1954; and Black
Power, 1954-Present.
The text is presented in
twenty essays, each with an
additional listing of print and
audio visual resources, as
well as discussion and re-
lated project discussion sug-
gestions, when the packet is
used in a teaching situa-
tice.
Besides the Editor-in-Chief.,
Dr. C. D. Coleman, Consult-




Because of a rash of fum-
bles and penalties and errors
in general, neither Tennes-
see State nor Southern could
hit the score board until the
visiting Big Blue Tigers from
Nashville managed three
points late in the second
quarter on Anthony Carson's
21 yard field goal. T h e n,
with 147 showing on the
stadium clock, Tiger quart-
erback. Joe Gilliam, passed
11 yards to flanker, 0 II i e
Smith, for the first TD of
the game.
The Tigers had to sweat in
a big way for the first 3
points, after being close to
scoring on several occasions,
when Dame Fortune seem-
ed to turn her face the other
way.
Carson, who has not miss-
ed a PAT attempt
Grambling came through
with two field goals in the
contest. The second of these
3 points came after Gilli-
am had passed 9 yards to
James Thaxton for the TD.
In the meantime. Southern
hit the board in the third
period when Willie McKel-
ton picked off a illlia m
pass and ran in for the
score from 28 yards out.
Henry Brandon converted on
a run for two.
After Carson's second field
goal had given the Tigers a
20-8 lead, things went on in
the same give-and-take man-
ner until Waymond Bryant,
one of the many gems in the
Tigers defensive unit, pick-
ed off a Southern pass and
simply bulled his way in
from 28 yards out.
Carson. who again made
all of his conversion at-
tempts, came through again.
But Southern was still in a
fighting mood. With the aid
of penalties in the waning
moments of play, the Tigers
yielded a late TD when
Howard Hall passed 43 yards
to Ralph Morris for a TD
with 1 second showing on
the clock.
The same Jaguar passer
and receiver went for two
and were successful to give
the losers their total of 16
points.
But thanks to the fine de-
fensiie work of Waymond
Bryant, the Tigers had
chalked up 27 points when
Hall and Morris pulled their
TD stint.
William Wynn was anoth-
er man very much in the
thick of the fray during the
contest. Wynn's interception
which he returned to the
Southern to paved the way
for the second field go a I.
And then there were such
stalwarts as Clifford Brooks,
Granville Lyons, Carl Wa-
fer. Larry Howse, Dennis
Jackson, and Cleveland
Elam, to name a few of the
many defensive standouts.
"I'm proud of the way the
TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS





Each Depositor Insured up to $20,000
By Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
New I ILI MALI,
Filter King,
'acorn. an ,igatetle by IIL mj
defense played. They never
lost their poise in spite of
the problems they had to,
face out there. And our op-
ponents simply won't throwl
in Clifford Brooks' direc-
tion," Coach Merritt said. ,
Red Cross
safety class
Two classes for tie train-
ing of first aid instructors
begin next week at the,
Memphis Area Chapter o I
the American Red Cross.
1400 Central.
The daytime class begins
at 9 a. m. Monday, and the
evening session starts at
7 p. m. on Nov. 11th. Both
courses are composed of five
sessions, each of three hours
length.
Persons wishing to enroll
in the classes must have
successfully completed stan-
dard and advanced first aid
tra'ning. For further infor-
mation contact ate Safety,
Programs office, 272-9631.
Executive Secretary. Divi•
sion of Christian Education,
African Methodist Episcopal
Churcb; Reverend Clyde E.
Aker, Director of Leadership
Development, General Board




ing the Publishing Board.
National Primitive Baptist
Convention, Inc.; Reverend
B. W. Smith, member the
Publishing Board, Progres-
sive National Baptist Con-
vention, Inc.; Reverend Roy
Winbush, Editor-in-Chief, the
Board of Publication, the
Church of God in Christ;
Reverend James Forbes,
Jr., Chairman, Department
of Education, -United Holy
Church of America, Inc.
The Civil Rights packet Is
being published by the Da-
vid C. Cook Publishing Com-
pany, Elgin, Illinois, and
may be purchased after tile
first of the year from any ef
the six sponsoring denomina-
tions or from the publisher.
The cost is $3.95 per packot
plus postage. The packet
also may be found in select
book stores.
If you know one MIM
you know them all.
Here's the number: 555-1212.
That's long distance directbry assistance, and it get3
you any phone number in any phone book in the country.
Here's how.
Just dial "1' then the area code (if different
from your own), then 555-1212. That connects you with
the Directory Assistance Operator for the city you're
calling. Just tell her whose number you want.
Then write it down (so you'll have it next time),
and dial it direct. Just dial "1:' the area code (if
different from your own), and the number.
Next time you need an out-of-town
telephone number, remember, 555-1212.
It's one little number that's worth
a thousand phone books.
A
SPECIAL'S THIS WEEK AT HERFF
HERFF BIG SAVINGS
Only II Days Left—Price Freeze Over




THE ALL NEW TORINO.
INMENIATE DELIYEBY
TEST DEYE OIE AT
HEBIT TODAY.
Includes all Factory Equipment. Pay•
mints are for 36 months .including all
interest with credit approval: Cash price
is anti' 11991. Total sum at payments is
.0nlY a22e7.12. HURRY, this is a 
limited
offer. State and local taxes not included.
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE IS 10.82.
‘1
'71 LTD 4-Dr. Hardtop ' 
A
ONLY $195 DOWN 
71 GALAXIE 500 2-Dr. Hardtop
ONLY $195 DOWN






Loaded. Total sum of payments Is Llai9.10. Pigments aro
for 3d MIMIC cash price is 031.9. Including an interest
with cria .01WOVII. Used, ready to go.
ANNUAL PERCENTAGI RATE 13.03
$8131m0
Factory air and power. Notes are for 36
 months, sum of
'Payments is 53145.61, cash price Is 52795.
 Used, ready to go.
ANNUAL PIIRCIINTAGI RATE 11.113
NEW '72 FORDS AT '71 PRICES—SAVE NOW
AT YOUR DOWNTOWN FORD DEALER
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